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His invitation was extended to all.
Share it with one.

BRING A FRIEND
TO SEMINARY.
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to FSY! You have been called and set apart for the Lord’s “marvelous
work” (D&C 4:1) in an exciting time. As a youth leader at FSY, you are the heart
of this program—the consequences of your efforts are eternal.
All you need to qualify for the work is “faith, hope, charity, and love, with [your]
eye single to the glory of God” (D&C 4:5). If you ever feel overwhelmed by your
call, you can trust in these words of President Thomas S. Monson: “Remember
that this work is not yours and mine alone. It is the Lord’s work, and when we
are on the Lord’s errand, we are entitled to the Lord’s help. Remember that whom
the Lord calls, the Lord qualifies” (“Duty Calls,” Ensign, May 1996, 44).
Your spiritual preparation is critical. Everything you do—your words, actions, and
attitude—will reflect your conversion to the gospel. You will want to do all you
can to prepare for this calling, including staying healthy, being engaged in good
things, and avoiding contention. With a “pure heart” (Alma 5:19), you will be able
to enthusiastically teach and testify of the blessings of the gospel from personal
experience, and you will feel the great joy of being a worthy instrument in the
hands of the Lord.
This handbook details your duties at FSY. It is a resource to help you lead the
youth that Heavenly Father has entrusted to you. Carefully follow the guidelines
in this book, and seek the companionship of the Holy Ghost to know what more
you can do to bless the youth.
Parents, Church leaders, and the Lord are counting on you—your goodness and
faithfulness—to provide a life-changing experience for the youth you serve.
Please don’t hold back anything in this marvelous work. “Be not weary in welldoing” (D&C 64:33; see also Mark 8:35), and you will be abundantly blessed for
your efforts.
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Counselor orientation

Session-directing couple devotional

Meet your assistant coordinator

Co-counselor planning

Varies

7:00–8:00 p.m.

8:00–8:45

8:45–9:45

Description

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
meeting

Business meeting

Material distribution

Orientation practice

Time

8:00–8:25 a.m.

8:30–9:15

9:15–10:45

9:15–10:45

Staff shirt

Day 1

Description

Time

Staff shirt

Day before FSY

Oversee

Oversee

Conduct

Conduct

Coordinators

Attend

Attend

Conduct

Conduct

Coordinators

Attend

Assist

Attend

Attend

Assistant
coordinators

Attend

Conduct

Attend

Attend

Assistant
coordinators

Attend

Assist

Attend

Counselors

Conduct

Attend

Attend

Attend

Counselors

Below is a suggested staff agenda. It may be modified to accommodate local needs.

Staff Agenda

Attend, if desired

Share five-minute
message

Session-directing
couple

Teach

Session-directing
couple
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Description

Check-in

Meet Your Counselor

Meet Your Company

Orientation

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
meeting

Dinner

Family home evening lesson

Family home evening games

Goal setting

Head count

Quiet time, personal scripture study

Reflect and Review

Lights out

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
prayer meeting

Time

11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

1:15–2:15

2:15–3:15

3:30–4:30

4:45–5:15

4:45–5:45

6:00–7:15

7:30–8:30

8:30–9:00

9:15

9:15–10:00

10:00–10:30

10:30

10:30

Conduct

Attend, if desired

Attend

Conduct

Conduct

Oversee

Coordinators

Attend

Attend, if desired

Receive

Attend, if desired

Attend

Attend

Oversee, if assigned

Attend

Attend

Attend

Attend

Conduct, if
assigned

Assistant
coordinators

Oversee

Conduct

Conduct

Conduct

Conduct

Attend

Conduct

Conduct

Conduct

Assist

Counselors

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Teach

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Attend

Session-directing
couple

Staff Agenda

Description

Assistant coordinator–counselor
meeting

Participant morning devotional

Breakfast

Gospel study

Session-directing couple and teacher
meeting

Session-directing couple morningside

Classes

Lunch

Musical Program rehearsal

Classes

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
meeting

Session-directing couple and teacher
meeting

Variety Show tryouts

Free time

Musical Program rehearsal

Assistant coordinator–counselor
meeting

Time

6:40–6:55 a.m.

7:00–7:15

7:15–8:15

8:15–9:15

8:30–9:00

9:30–10:20

10:30 a.m.–12:20 p.m.

12:20–1:20

12:20–1:20

1:30–3:20

2:30–3:30

3:30–4:00

3:30–6:00

3:30–4:30

3:30–4:30

4:30–5:00

Staff shirt

Day 2

Conduct

Attend

Attend

Conduct

Coordinators

Attend

Conduct

Conduct

Attend

Counselors

Conduct

Attend

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Attend

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Attend

Attend, if desired

Oversee, if assigned

Attend, if desired

Conduct

Assistant
coordinators

Conduct

Attend

Attend

Teach

Conduct

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Session-directing
couple
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Dinner

Review dance etiquette

Dance

Dance instruction

Dance contest

Head count

Quiet time, personal scripture study

Reflect and Review

Lights out

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
prayer meeting

4:30–6:00

6:00–6:30

6:30–9:00

6:30–7:00

8:15–8:35

9:15

9:15–10:00

10:00–10:30

10:30

10:30

Description

Assistant coordinator–counselor
meeting

Participant morning devotional

Breakfast

Gospel study

Session-directing couple morningside

Time

6:40–6:55 a.m.

7:00–7:15

7:15–8:15

8:15–9:15

9:30–10:20

Staff shirt

Day 3

Description

Time

Conduct

Coordinators

Conduct

Attend, if desired

Help judge

Attend

Attend

Coordinators
Conduct

Counselors

Attend

Attend, if desired

Oversee, if assigned

Attend, if desired

Conduct

Assistant
coordinators

Attend

Attend, if desired

Receive

Attend

Conduct

Conduct

Attend

Counselors

Oversee

Conduct

Conduct

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned

Assistant
coordinators

Teach

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Session-directing
couple

Attend, if desired

Help judge

Attend

Attend

Session-directing
couple

Staff Agenda

Description

Preach My Gospel Activity

Lunch

Musical Program rehearsal

Sharing the Gospel Activity

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
meeting

Variety Show tryouts

Free time

Musical Program rehearsal

Assistant coordinator–counselor
meeting

Dinner

Banner and cheer preparation

Games Night and Cheer-Off

Favorite Food Night

Head count

Quiet time, personal scripture study

Reflect and Review

Lights out

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
prayer meeting

Time

10:30 a.m.–12:20 p.m.

12:20–1:20

12:20–1:20

1:30–3:20

3:30–4:30

3:30–6:00

3:30–4:30

3:30–4:30

4:30–5:00

4:30–5:45

5:45–6:30

6:30–8:45

9:00–9:30

9:30

9:30–10:00

10:00–10:30

10:30

10:30

Conduct

Attend, if desired

Attend

Attend, judge
Cheer-Off

Attend, if desired

Conduct

Attend

Teach

Coordinators
Attend

Counselors

Attend

Attend

Attend, if desired

Receive

Oversee

Conduct

Conduct

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned Attend
Attend, if desired

Oversee, if assigned

Conduct

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Attend

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned

Attend

Assistant
coordinators

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Attend, judge
Cheer-Off

Attend

Teach

Session-directing
couple
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Description

Assistant coordinator–counselor
meeting

Participant morning devotional

Breakfast

Gospel study

Session-directing couple morningside

Living Christ Activity

Lunch

Variety Show dress rehearsal

Variety Show

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
meeting

Free time

Musical Program dress rehearsal

Dinner

Invitation to reverence and testimony
tips

Time

6:40–6:55 a.m.

7:00–7:15

7:15–8:15

8:15–9:15

9:30–10:45 (young
men)
11:00 a.m.–12:15 p.m.
(young women)

9:30–10:45 (young
women)
11:00 a.m.–12:15 p.m.
(young men)

12:30–1:30

12:30–1:30

2:00–3:15

3:15–3:45

3:15–4:30

3:15–4:30

4:30–5:45

6:00–6:15

Sunday dress

Day 4

Attend, if desired

Conduct

Attend

Attend

Conduct

Coordinators

Attend

Conduct

Conduct

Attend

Counselors

Attend, if desired

Oversee, if assigned
Conduct

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Attend

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Oversee, if assigned Assist, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Attend

Attend, if desired

Oversee, if assigned

Attend, if desired

Conduct

Assistant
coordinators

Attend, if desired

Attend

Teach

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Session-directing
couple

Staff Agenda

Musical Program and devotional

Testimony meetings

Head count

Quiet time, personal scripture study

Reflect and Review

Lights out

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
prayer meeting

6:30–8:00

8:15–9:15

9:15

9:15–10:00

10:00–10:30

10:30

10:30

Description

Assistant coordinator–counselor
meeting

Participant morning devotional

Breakfast

Gospel study

Taking It Home preparation

Session-directing couple morningside

Time

6:40–6:55 a.m.

7:00–7:15

7:15–8:15

8:15–9:15

9:15–9:45

10:00–10:50

Staff shirt

Day 5

Description

Time

Conduct

Coordinators

Conduct

Attend, if desired

Attend

Conduct

Coordinators
Teach devotional

Attend

Attend

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Oversee, if assigned

Attend, if desired

Conduct

Assistant
coordinators

Attend

Attend, if desired

Receive

Attend

Conduct

Conduct

Conduct

Attend

Counselors

Oversee

Conduct

Conduct

Teach

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Attend, if desired

Session-directing
couple

Attend, if desired

Attend

Session-directing
couple

Counselors

Oversee, if assigned Conduct, if
assigned

Oversee Musical Program, if
assigned

Assistant
coordinators
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Lunch

Evaluation meeting

Service activity

Dinner and free time

Meet with company

Dance

Dance contest

Slide show

Taking It Home

Company Reflect and Review

Head count

Quiet time, personal scripture study

Lights out

Coordinator–assistant coordinator
prayer meeting

12:30–1:30

1:10–1:30

1:30–4:00

4:00–6:00

6:00

6:00–8:00

8:15–8:35

8:00–8:15

8:15–9:00

9:15–10:10

10:10

10:10–10:30

10:30

10:30

Description

Checkout

Time

6:30–7:30 a.m.

Staff shirt

Conduct

Attend

Counselors

Conduct

Attend

Receive

Attend, if desired

Attend

Oversee, if assigned

Attend

Counselors

Oversee

Conduct

Conduct

Attend

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Oversee, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Oversee, if assigned

Oversee, if assigned Attend

Assistant
coordinators

Assistant
coordinators

Attend, if desired

Help conduct

Attend

Help judge

Attend

Attend

Conduct

Attend

Coordinators

Coordinators

For the Strength of Youth Activity

10:50 a.m.–12:20 p.m.

Day 6

Description

Time

Attend, if desired

Session-directing
couple

Attend, if desired

Conduct and teach

Attend

Help judge

Attend

Attend

Attend

Session-directing
couple

Staff Agenda

Description

Wrap-up meeting

Time

8:00–8:30

Conduct

Coordinators
Attend

Assistant
coordinators
Attend

Counselors
Attend

Session-directing
couple

fsy
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Counselors
Because counselors are with the youth more than any of the other staff members, they are vitally important at FSY. As a counselor, you will be expected to
be a good shepherd and to pray for the youth and interact with them as much as
possible.
At FSY, you will oversee a “counselor group” of about 10–12 participants of your
same gender. You will also be assigned at least one co-counselor of the opposite
gender. Together, your counselor groups will form a company. You will conduct
many activities with your counselor group alone, although several activities will
be conducted in companies, overseen by both you and your co-counselor(s).
An assistant coordinator will be assigned to oversee you and a few other counselors. Get to know your assistant coordinator, and feel free to ask questions and
request help as needed.

Roles, Responsibilities, and Duties
PRESESSION PREPARATION
Counselor Training
Complete all training provided by your Area Seventy, in-area advisory couple,
session-directing couple, and coordinators.

DAY BEFORE FSY BEGINS
Counselor Orientation
This meeting will be held the day before FSY begins. You will learn more about
your roles and responsibilities. Be on time and take notes.
Session-Directing Couple Devotional
This meeting is specifically for the spiritual enrichment of the counselors. Please
wear Sunday dress, be on time, and take notes.
Meet Your Counselors
At this meeting you will get to know your assistant coordinator and the other
counselors in your assistant coordinator group. You will also review FSY expectations and set goals.
Co-counselor Planning
This is a time to receive your group assignment, get to know your cocounselor(s), learn the location of your company spot, and plan and set goals
with your co-counselor(s). After introductions you may wish to discuss:
17
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• How to be on time or early to all events
• Whether your group wants to establish a meeting spot for dances and meals
• Who will lead the introduction of company name discussion during Meet
Your Company
• Who will lead goal setting during family home evening
• Who will lead gospel study each day
• How you will conduct invitation to reverence and testimony tips
• How you will conduct the company Reflect and Review on day five
• Whether you need your co-counselor to cover any assignments for you on
the duty roster
• Whether you want to take turns accompanying your participants to classes
• How to learn your participants’ names before they arrive
• When you might pray for participants by name throughout the week
After you have finished planning, use the remaining time to socialize with other
counselors and to prepare door tags (if desired). Door tags are small signs
personalized with participants’ names that counselors hang on the doors of the
participants’ assigned rooms.
Write on the tags the time and place at which the youth should meet you for
Meet Your Counselor. Use paint-safe tape to hang the door tags.
Remember to get plenty of sleep.

DAY 1
Staff Shirt
Business Meeting
This is the final staff meeting before participants arrive. Be on time and pay attention to any changes to the agenda or other announcements.
Orientation Practice
If you wish to sing solos at morningsides or other meetings during the week,
you should audition during this time. All counselors are invited to audition. The
assistant coordinator assigned to be the singer supervisor will give details on
how and where to audition. If you are asked to dance at orientation, you will
rehearse the dances at this time, under the direction of the assistant coordinator in charge of dance instruction. The assistant coordinator in charge will
announce where to meet.

18
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Participant Check-In
Throughout participant check-in, give a positive first impression by being outgoing and friendly to excite the youth and give their parents confidence in the
program. Follow dress and appearance standards.
Arrive early and check in with the assistant coordinator in charge, who will
assign you a responsibility. You may be handing out materials or directing youth
where to go. Before check-in, help move any supplies or tables to the check-in
area and organize signs to help participants know where to go. Make sure all
participant ID cards and meal cards (if applicable) are alphabetized so lines flow
quickly and smoothly.
Help ensure that check-in starts on time.
As the youth go through the check-in line, quickly explain to them what each
item is.
Remind participants to keep their handbooks with them all week. Be friendly and
talk to the youth while they are in line, but keep the lines moving.
Any questions about on-site registration or room changes should be referred to
the coordinator at the solutions table.
Be flexible and offer additional help. Ask the supervising assistant coordinator
questions such as “What can I do now?” or “I have checked in all the participants.
Should I help take down tables?”
Frequently Asked Questions from Parents
Q: What do I do if my son or daughter needs to leave during the week?
A: The participant’s legal guardian needs to sign him or her out (and then back
in upon returning) at the site office. If it is not possible for the legal guardian to
come personally, another person may pick up a participant only after providing written consent from the legal guardian and a photocopy of the guardian’s
official signed identification.
Q: May I have a program schedule?
A: No. First, we order only enough for the participants. Second, for security
reasons, we do not allow people not connected with FSY to take a program
schedule.
Q: Medical questions
A: Direct participants to the health counselors. They have records of all participants and their medical needs.
Typical issues that should be directed to the coordinators at the solutions table:
• My friend and I registered together, but now we aren’t roommates.
• I am in the wrong age-group.
• My friend just registered for FSY. Can we be in the same company or room?
19
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If there is any doubt in your mind about the answer to these or other questions,
send participants to the solutions table.
Meet Your Counselor
Meet Your Counselor is one of the most important activities of the week because
it is the first time you meet and interact with your youth. You will have approximately one hour to set the tone for the rest of the week and to help your participants catch the vision of what can happen at FSY. Help them see what kinds of
opportunities and experiences are available to them. You can do this by:
• Showing love and kindness. Express your appreciation and excitement.
• Helping the youth get comfortable with one another and with you. Conduct
introductions or use an activity or game to help everyone get to know one
another and learn names. Invite the youth to participate in all activities and
to spend as much time together as possible during the week. The faster
your group can become unified, the more likely you are to accomplish your
goals for the week.
• Inviting the Spirit. Help your youth see that our principal purposes this
week at FSY are to come closer to Christ, feel the Spirit, and strengthen our
testimonies. Share a scripture with them, and bear your testimony. Promise
them that blessings will come and that they will feel the Spirit this week as
they strive to participate both socially and spiritually.
• Explaining FSY policies and rules.
◦ Go through the rules checklist in the participant handbook.
◦ Discuss dress and appearance expectations.
◦ Ask how you can help the participants have a great week, and respond
to their suggestions.
The Living Christ Activity Preparation
At some point today, you should divide your youth into four teams (ideally three
youth or fewer to a team) in preparation for the Living Christ Activity on day four.
Assign each team a topic question (see participant handbook, day four). During
the activity, each team will teach its topic to the other teams.
Be sure to:
• Select a youth to be the leader of each team. Help this youth understand his
or her role in making sure the team is prepared to teach their topic question
on the morning of day four.
• Assign one of the four topic questions (see below) to each team.
• Instruct each team to read the reference material in the participant handbook for their topic question and then divide it into sections so each team
member is involved in teaching a specific section.
• Encourage your youth to read and study their individual assignments and
then get together to decide how they will address their topic questions.
Help them to be well prepared for day four.
20
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• When assigning topic questions, teach your youth that their preparation
will help make day four a spiritually powerful day. Share the following tips
with them, and explain how incorporating these tips will help to make their
presentations more interesting and enjoyable.
◦ Ask good questions.
◦ Listen to each answer carefully.
◦ Share examples or personal experiences.
• Visit with each team throughout the week to encourage and assist.
Topic questions for the activity:
• “What think ye of Christ?” (Matthew 22:42).
• How does what you think of Christ influence who you become?
• Why is Jesus Christ the only way to salvation?
• What does it mean to take His name upon me? (see D&C 20:77).
Meet Your Company
Meet at your company spot so the participants in your company can meet one
another. Play a few get-to-know-you games to create a friendly atmosphere and
to learn one another’s names. After you have played a few games, turn to the participant handbook and guide your company in creating a company name using
your company scripture. This discussion with your company should ultimately
lead to discussing what it means to take upon us the name of Christ.
Possible get-to-know-you games:
Ooga Booga: Have all company members stand in a circle with arms around
one another’s shoulders. All participants look down at the ground and say,
“Ooga Booga, Ooga Booga, Ooga Booga, look!” and then look up at another
person in the circle on the word “look.” If any two participants look each other
in the eye, they leave the group and talk to each other. Repeat the game until
two or three people are remaining. Suggest a topic for paired-off participants to
discuss.
Do I Know You? Begin by numbering the company off by ones and twos.
Have all the ones create a circle, and have all the twos stand in the middle
of the circle. Have all the twos meet another number two and find out a fact
about the person. Next, each two finds a number one and tells him or her the
fact about the other number two. Ones will then go around the circle and try
to find the person whom the fact is about by repeating the fact, saying, “Do I
know you? You like to read” or “You are a twin,” etc. When all the ones have
found the person they are looking for, play another round. Remind them to ask
for and remember names.
Two Truths and a Lie: In groups of three to eight, have individuals take turns
making three statements about themselves—two that are true and one that is
not. After an individual makes three statements, the other youth in the group
21
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discuss among themselves which statements seem most plausible and which
one is most likely to be the lie. After giving the group time to talk about their
decisions, the individual who made the statements tells which one is not true
and also provides background about the truths.
Mingle Mingle: Counselors sing, “Mingle, mingle, mingle” (to a conga beat) a
few times as the youth mill around. After singing the mingle song, a counselor
yells, “Stop,” and then shouts out a number. At this point, participants get into
groups with the number of people the counselor called. When participants are
in their groups, the counselor shouts out a topic for them to discuss in their
groups (for example, “What is your favorite food and why?”). Repeat.
Fruit Basket: Have the company sit in a circle. Participants should sit close
enough to close all gaps. One participant stands in the middle of the circle and
announces his or her own name, then calls out a statement that will distinguish
certain members of the group, such as “Everyone wearing green socks.” Then
everyone wearing green socks gets up and runs to another spot in the circle
that someone has vacated. Youth cannot switch spots with the person next to
them—they must get up and move. The person in the center also tries to sit
in an empty space. The last person standing goes to the center, and the game
begins again. Every few rounds, have everyone in the circle learn the names of
the people sitting nearby.
Orientation
The purposes of this meeting are to excite the youth about the coming week and
to meet the session-directing couple and other staff. Your responsibility during
this meeting is to sit with your company and encourage your youth to be enthusiastic. They will follow your example.
Dinner
Keep your company together during dinner to build unity and to be able to go to
family home evening together. Talk to as many of your participants as possible.
Learn their names and help them feel comfortable.
Family Home Evening Lesson
Sit with your company and learn from the session-directing couple. Help your
group be reverent.
Family Home Evening Games and Debriefing
Meet in your company spot to play any of the following games with your company. Some of the fun comes from playing a game multiple times. There is no
need to play the games quickly or move on if the youth are enjoying one particular game.
Make sure you leave time following each game to conduct a “debriefing,” in
which the company discusses connections between the game and gospel principles. If you are able to play only one game because a good discussion has
ensued, that is fine.
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Aura: Participants get into pairs and face each other. Pairs place their palms
together, with hands at about shoulder height. Both of them close their eyes,
pull their palms apart (approximately 30 cm), and then turn around in place
three times. Their goal is to then reach their hands out and try to touch palms
while keeping their eyes closed the whole time.
Mumble Jumble: Before the activity begins, a counselor cuts up a few pictures into puzzle pieces and places them in a bag or other container. Each
participant grabs a puzzle piece from the bag, keeping the piece secret until
the counselor says, “Go!” At this point, the participants try to locate the other
members of the group with the appropriate pieces to complete the puzzle.
Whichever group completes their puzzle first wins. This is a good activity for
breaking into smaller groups so more youth can talk during the debriefing.
Stinger: Have group members stand in a circle and close their eyes. A
counselor circles the group and secretly selects one “stinger” by squeezing
an individual’s shoulder. The group members then open their eyes and begin
mingling and introducing themselves to others while shaking hands (and
trying to spot the stinger). Meanwhile, the stinger tries to eliminate everyone
without getting caught. The stinger eliminates others by “injecting poison”
into their wrists with an index finger while shaking hands. A person who is
stung may not “die” until at least five seconds after he or she is stung. The
more dramatic the death, the better!
When someone is ready to guess the stinger’s identity, he or she should announce the desire to make a guess. Within 10 seconds, a second person must
also express a desire to make a guess; if no other players desire to do so, the
mingling continues and no guesses can be made until after another person
“dies.” If within 10 seconds, a second person does express the desire to guess,
the two of them may make an accusation together. On the count of three,
both point to whomever they think is the stinger. If they do not point to the
same person, or they both point to the wrong person, they are both automatically dead. If they both select the correct person, the stinger is dead and the
game is over.
Hagoo: Separate the group into two even teams, and have the teams stand
shoulder to shoulder in two parallel lines facing each other. The two lines
should be about one meter apart. The two players at the opposite end of each
line are opponents. They step out of their lines so they are facing each other
and looking down the middle of the two rows. They will both say, “Hagoo,”
and then start to walk down the row toward each other. They must not break
eye contact, and their object is to get to the opposite end of the line without
laughing or smiling. As the players pass each other, they must continue to
maintain eye contact by walking backwards. If a person breaks eye contact,
laughs, or smiles, he or she must then join the end of the line of the opposing
team instead of rejoining his or her own team’s line. The teams can do or say
any silly things to make the opposing player crack up, but they must be careful
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not to make their own player lose concentration. The teams may not touch
another player. This process continues until everyone has had a turn. The team
with the most players at the conclusion of the game wins.
Goal Setting
Determine who will lead this portion of family home evening at co-counselor
planning. After family home evening games, give a brief testimony of the importance of setting goals in our daily lives and how it can keep us on the path to return to our Father in Heaven. Encourage discussion regarding goals, and have the
youth choose what they want to work on as a company. Refer to the company
commitments and goal setting pages in the participant handbook for assistance.
Also include in your discussion any objectives mentioned by the session-directing
couple during the family home evening lesson. Company goals could include
memorizing a scripture, giving compliments, thanking each other, or taking notes
in classes.
After setting a few company goals, give the youth time to set their own personal
goals for the week. These should be goals they can complete during the week of
FSY. Follow up on these goals each morning at gospel study.
Head Count
Conducting a head count each night ensures that all participants are accounted
for and safe. As soon as you get back to your rooms each evening, instruct your
participants to stay in their rooms and remind them to shut windows and close
blinds. After you verify that all your youth are in their rooms, inform your assistant coordinator.
On day one, fill out a head-count sheet, if applicable, and turn it in to your assistant coordinator. Each evening before you start Reflect and Review, give your
assistant coordinator a head count. After the first night, texting a message to your
assistant coordinator may be acceptable.
Quiet Time
Quiet time is scheduled each evening to allow the youth to prepare for bed and
wind down from the day’s activities by recording their thoughts and feelings
in their journals, reflecting on gospel discussions held throughout the day, and
spending a few additional minutes reading their scriptures.
Remind the youth that they will not have time to prepare for bed following
Reflect and Review. Also, teach them the importance of keeping a journal.
They will have many special experiences this week and will treasure their
journal if they keep a record of them. Encourage them to record activities and
their thoughts and feelings while the day is still fresh in their minds. This time
should not be used to text, make phone calls, or play electronic games.
Reflect and Review
Some of the most powerful experiences during the week will come as you discuss the gospel with your participants through formal and informal opportunities.
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Each evening you will lead your group in a 20-minute discussion called Reflect
and Review. The final Reflect and Review of the week will be with your entire
company, and you will lead this discussion with your co-counselor(s).
Unlike session-directing couple morningsides, Reflect and Review discussions
give the youth more opportunities to participate and allow them to learn on a
more personal level. Your job is not to present a lesson or a message; it is to
create a Spirit-filled environment and encourage the youth to reflect on and share
what they have learned and felt throughout the day.
Below are some suggestions to help you have a successful experience with
Reflect and Review:
• Prepare yourself and your youth to have a spiritual experience. Begin with
prayer, and consider singing a brief hymn together.
• Try to hold Reflect and Review in a place with few distractions, where the
Spirit can be present.
• Ask questions that inspire pondering, such as “What happened today that
was inspiring to you? What are you learning? Why did you find that meaningful? How will that experience influence your life? What will you share
with your family?” You may want to begin by sharing a meaningful experience of your own.
• As youth respond, ask additional questions that encourage them to think
more deeply. Invite them also to comment on one another’s responses.
• Try not to take over the conversation; simply direct it as needed toward
gospel truths. Bear testimony as appropriate, and allow the Spirit to guide
the discussion to meet the needs of the youth.
After Reflect and Review, give any last-minute announcements or reminders to
your youth. After praying together as a group, encourage your participants to
return to their rooms and offer their personal prayers.
Lights Out
Teach your youth the importance of sleep. Teach them that they need a good
night’s sleep to feel the Spirit fully and to get the most out of the conference. If
participants are uncooperative, teach them principles and allow them to act for
themselves rather than getting angry or turning lights off for them.
Do not go to bed until all lights are out and your youth are asleep.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
After the youth return home, all staff will meet together, discuss the following
day’s activities, and clean up and lock the building before returning home. Counselors and assistant coordinators should help coordinators as needed.
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DAY 2
Staff Shirt
Morning Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
You will receive announcements and schedule changes and have a brief spiritual thought by your assistant coordinator every morning prior to the participant
morning devotional. Come to this meeting dressed and ready for the day.
Participant Morning Devotional
Each morning your participants will have a chance to teach and learn from one
another. You will be in charge of assigning a participant from your group to teach
this brief devotional. You may either assign each one the night before or assign
them all at the beginning of the week.
Give the youth any announcements they should be aware of. Briefly go over the
activities of the day and make sure they know where to be and when. Remind
participants of the goals they have set.
Breakfast
Help the youth behave appropriately and stay in approved areas. Set a good
example for the youth.
Gospel Study
Gospel study is a time for the youth to increase their love of the scriptures, to learn
how the scriptures can bless their lives, and to develop a habit of daily study.
Each morning in your company spot, after singing and praying together, you or
your co-counselor should teach a short gospel study lesson to help the youth apply study skills. See the participant handbook for lesson outlines. Help the youth
gain an overall vision of how the gospel study lessons from the whole week tie
together. Each day quickly review what has been taught previously.
The best way for the youth to apply these lessons is within their personal scripture study. Remember to practice what you teach; this is a time to study your
scriptures, not to meet with your co-counselor(s) or do other things. After all
have finished their personal study, invite the youth to share thoughts and feelings
with one another. Remind them to share what principles they learned, what they
felt, and what study skill they applied, rather than just what they read.
Timeline:
•
•
•
•
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Opening hymn and prayer
Counselor lesson (10 minutes; 5 minutes for stay-at-home programs)
Personal study (30 minutes; 10 minutes for stay-at-home programs)
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To help you understand and prepare for gospel study, you may choose to read
the following talks:
• David A. Bednar, “Because We Have Them before Our Eyes,” Liahona, Apr.
2006, 16–21.
• Jay E. Jensen, “Scripture Stories as Patterns for Our Lives,” Liahona, July
2009, 16–21.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive on time, sit with your youth, be attentive, and take notes. Encourage your
youth to do the same.
Classes
All staff members are expected to help the youth stay quiet and focused during classes. If you are assigned to class duties, meet the assistant coordinator in
charge of classes as you come to the morningside. He or she will assign some
counselors to be in charge of conducting classes and some to be on rover duty.
After you receive your assignment, attend the morningside with your youth. If
you are on afternoon class duty, meet the assistant coordinator in charge at the
assigned time and place to receive instructions.
If you are not assigned to class duty, you are encouraged to attend a class with
the youth.
Conducting a Class
After assigning you a class to conduct, the assistant coordinator will give you
any messages that need to be announced to the youth.
When you arrive at your assigned class, introduce yourself to the teacher. Ask
the teacher if he or she has any information for the announcements and inform
him or her that you will give a five-minute warning signal before the class ends.
Ask if he or she has a preference for an opening hymn. Make sure audiovisual
equipment is ready and operable.
Instruct the youth to sit in the front of the classroom. Discourage groups from
sitting toward the back or the sides. Once the class is full, shut the doors and
have a counselor stand outside to direct the youth to other classes. The youth
should be discouraged from bringing chairs in from other rooms, sitting on the
floor, standing around the room, or sharing chairs. Invite participants to lead
the opening song, play the piano, and say opening and closing prayers.
When class starts, welcome the youth and invite them to open their scriptures
and handbooks and take notes. Make any announcements, and then introduce
the teacher, the song, and the opening and closing prayers. Ask the participant
saying the closing prayer to get up right after the teacher finishes. During class,
you should sit among the youth so you can help them pay attention and focus.
If the teacher is late for class, send a counselor to talk to the assistant coordinator in charge. If the class ends early, have the youth visit quietly or invite a few
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participants to share what they learned. Do not excuse them from the classroom until the scheduled time.
Rovers
Be at your assigned location before the youth get there. Help them get to class
on time. After classes start, wait a few minutes before entering a classroom to
ensure that all youth are in classes. Invite the youth to learn and pay attention.
Remind counselors to position themselves throughout the classroom so they
can better supervise participants. Leave class early to be at your location before
the youth get out of class.
Lunch, Musical Program Rehearsal
Lunchtime Head Count
Sometime during the lunchtime break, make contact with each participant in
your group. Briefly discuss how their day is going. If you cannot find all of your
youth, contact your assistant coordinator immediately.
Lunch Duty
If you are assigned to lunch duty, arrive 30 minutes early to check in with the
assistant coordinator in charge and to eat lunch. Go to your assigned position
at least 10 minutes before classes are dismissed.
Shepherd all youth from classes to the cafeteria. During this time, participants
are not to wander around or return to their rooms. Do not leave your assigned
position until the youth have left for classes.
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Musical Program Rehearsal
If you have been assigned to assist with the Musical Program, attend rehearsal
during lunch and free time. An assistant coordinator and assigned counselors
will be in charge of leading rehearsals for, setting up, and conducting the Musical
Program. If you are assigned to assist with the Musical Program, meet with the
assistant coordinator in charge to start planning. He or she will assign you to
specific duties such as preparing for rehearsal, assisting soloists and speakers, or
conducting. Support and help the assistant coordinator in any way you can.
You are expected to attend all practices. Be sure to inform your assistant
coordinator(s) and co-counselor(s) and arrange to get the announcements from
the afternoon assistant coordinator–counselor meetings.
Classes
Fulfill any class duties you are assigned.
Free Time, Variety Show Tryouts, Musical Program Rehearsal
Before dinner, participants will have the opportunity to participate in free time,
Variety Show tryouts, and Musical Program rehearsal. If you are not assigned to
help with Variety Show tryouts, Musical Program rehearsal, or free time rover
duty (see below), you may want to spend free time with the participants in your
group and get to know them better. However, you are not required to be with
your youth at this time or to keep them together as a group. Encourage your
youth to try out for the Variety Show. Review the Variety Show guidelines with
them to ensure that your youth have a clear understanding of what is acceptable
and appropriate. Help them prepare so they can have a positive experience.
Variety Show Duties
If you are assigned to assist with the Variety Show, speak to the assistant
coordinator in charge to learn your specific duties. The assistant coordinator
in charge and two counselors will be assigned to organize and run the show.
As needed, other counselors will be assigned to help with auditions, staging,
organizing props, running audiovisual equipment, and helping the performers
during the show.
Help advertise the Variety Show throughout the week, especially during
check-in. Continually encourage participants to share a variety of talents.
If you are assigned to help with Variety Show auditions, you will need to do so
during free time and, if necessary, dinnertime. Before Games Night, help select
which acts will appear in the final show and post a final list for the youth to
see. You will also need to attend the dress rehearsal immediately preceding the
Variety Show.
Musical Program Rehearsal
Musical Program rehearsal will take place during afternoon free time. If you are
assigned to do so, assist with the rehearsal.
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Free Time Rover Duty
If you are assigned to rover duty during free time, watch over all the youth to
make sure they stay on-site and act appropriately. As appropriate, help organize
sports or other appropriate activities for the youth. You may be assigned an area
to patrol. Do not nap during free time, and do not leave the program site.
Afternoon Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
Be on time and attentive. At this meeting, you will receive answers to questions
and concerns, training, and announcements from your assistant coordinator. This
is a good time to share ideas and experiences among counselors.
Dinner
Keep your company together during dinner in order to build unity. Talk to as
many of your participants as possible.
Dance
A few minutes before the dance begins, regroup with your company at your
company spot and review dance etiquette (see participant handbook, day two).
Before you leave for the dance, make sure your youth are following dress and
appearance expectations. If they need to change clothing, talk to them privately.
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All counselors are to help keep dance standards. Participate in the FSY dances
with the youth and get to know them. Encourage your participants to be aware
of those not getting asked to dance or choosing not to dance. Dance with other
counselors only when a coordinator calls a “counselor dance.”
Dance Duty
If you are assigned to dance duty, you will be assigned a 45-minute shift and
then be replaced by another counselor. If you have been assigned to dance
duty, check in with the assistant coordinator in charge before your shift starts.
Your specific duty might include chaperoning, supervising the water table,
or performing another duty. Do not leave your duty until another counselor
replaces you.
Chaperoning

Patrol the dance floor and help maintain the Spirit by enforcing all dance
standards. Kindly ask those not keeping the standards to do so. Do what you
can to alleviate disturbances. Report any problems to the assistant coordinator
in charge.
Water Table

Fill water cups, and ask the assistant coordinator in charge what to do when
the water jugs are empty or if you run out of cups. Keep the water area clean
and clean up spills quickly.
Discourage participants from congregating near the water area. Encourage
everyone to dance and have fun.
Stations

If you are assigned to this duty, the assistant coordinator will give you a
“station” or area to watch over, such as restrooms, entrances and exits,
corners, hallways, and so on. Discourage youth from congregating in these
areas. Encourage everyone to dance.
Never leave the entrances unattended. Do not allow youth to leave the dance
unless accompanied by a counselor.
Head Count
After the dance, lead your participants back to their rooms. Remind your participants to stay in their rooms and to shut windows and close blinds. After you
verify that all your youth are in their rooms, inform your assistant coordinator.
Quiet Time
Encourage your youth to record their thoughts and feelings in their journals, reflect on gospel discussions held throughout the day, and spend a few additional
minutes reading their scriptures. This time should not be used to text, make
phone calls, or play electronic games.
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Reflect and Review
Conduct Reflect and Review, then give any last-minute announcements or reminders to your youth. After praying as a group, encourage your participants to return
to their rooms and offer their personal prayers.
Lights Out
Do not go to bed until all lights are out and your youth are asleep.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
All staff will meet together, discuss the following day’s activities, and clean up
and lock the building before returning home.

DAY 3
Staff Shirt
Morning Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
Come to this meeting dressed and ready for the day.
Participant Morning Devotional
After the assigned participant gives the devotional, give the youth any announcements they should be aware of. Briefly go over the activities of the day and make
sure they know where to be and when. Remind participants of the goals they
have set.
Breakfast
Help the youth behave appropriately and stay in approved areas. Set a good
example for the youth.
Gospel Study
Meet at your company spot. You or your co-counselor should conduct.
Timeline:
•
•
•
•

Opening hymn and prayer
Counselor lesson (10 minutes; 5 minutes for stay-at-home programs)
Personal study (30 minutes; 10 minutes for stay-at-home programs)
Share (15 minutes; 5 minutes for stay-at-home programs)

Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive on time, sit with your youth, be attentive, and take notes. Encourage your
youth to do the same.
Preach My Gospel Activity
Following the morningside, the youth will be separated into two age-groups.
One age-group will remain with the session-directing couple to be taught by
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them. The other group will separate into two rooms to be taught by the coordinators. Stay with your youth, and help them enjoy this activity.
Lunch, Musical Program Rehearsal
Help shepherd all youth to the cafeteria. During this time, participants are not
to wander around or return to their rooms. Help with lunch duty or Musical
Program rehearsal if you are assigned to do so.
Lunchtime Head Count
During the lunchtime break, make contact with each participant in your
group. If you cannot find all of your youth, contact your assistant coordinator
immediately.
Lunch Duty
If you are assigned to lunch duty, arrive 30 minutes early to check in with the
assistant coordinator in charge and to eat lunch. Go to your assigned position
at least 10 minutes before participants arrive for lunch.
Musical Program Rehearsal
If you have been assigned to assist with the Musical Program, attend rehearsal
during lunch.
Sharing the Gospel Activity
After lunch, your company will be assigned a classroom where the youth will
meet to study, prepare, and teach a short lesson from Preach My Gospel. Stay
with your youth, and help them focus on the activity.
Free Time, Variety Show Tryouts, Musical Program Rehearsal
If you are not assigned to help with Variety Show tryouts, Musical Program
rehearsal, or free time rover duty (see below), you may want to spend free time
with the participants in your group. Remind participants to change into their participant T-shirts before dinner ends this evening so they will be ready for Games
Night.
Variety Show Duties
During free time, assist with Variety Show tryouts if you are assigned to do so.
Before Games Night begins this evening, you should complete the list of participants who will be invited to perform in the Variety Show and then post the list
for participants to see.
Musical Program Rehearsal
Musical Program rehearsal will take place during afternoon free time. If you are
assigned to do so, assist with the rehearsal.
Free Time Rover Duty
If you are assigned to rover duty during free time, watch over all the youth to
make sure they stay on-site and act appropriately.
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Dinner
Keep your company together during dinner in order to build unity. Talk to as
many of your participants as possible.
Banner and Cheer Preparation
After dinner, pick up banner supplies for your company from the assistant coordinator in charge of Games Night and Cheer-Off. Remind your participants to wear
their participant T-shirts to Games Night.
Your company will invent a cheer and create a banner to present to the judges
(usually the session-directing couple, coordinators, and/or assistant coordinators),
who will be positioned at one of the stations during Games Night. The judges
will select the best cheers and banners, which will be performed and displayed
at the final Cheer-Off.
Rules for the Cheer
The following rules are to ensure the appropriateness of the cheers, the safety of
the youth, and fairness in the competition:
• Keep the cheer to around one minute or less.
• Remember that judges look for enthusiasm, creativity, group unity, and
overall performance.
• Counselors may not participate in the cheer. This is a youth project; let them
invent the cheer. (Counselors may encourage and help with ideas, but the
youth will be more excited about and perform better with a cheer they
create themselves.) Focus on working as a group and becoming unified.
• Flips and lifts are not permitted.
• With the exception of your banner, no props may be used.
• Do not use scriptural references or the names of Deity.
• Make sure tunes come from appropriate songs and that all cheer lyrics are
appropriate. Profanity, vulgarity, and demeaning language of any kind are
not permitted.
• Participants should not arrive with altered shirts or with other distinguishing
marks shared among company members.
• Make sure participants’ shirts are long enough and waistbands are high
enough. If the judges see stomachs or underwear, your cheer will be
disqualified.
• Do not rush the judges.
Rules for the Banner
• The banner must be appropriate.
• Counselors cannot draw or paint on the banner.
• Do not place the banner on sidewalks, pavement, or cement while you are
painting it.
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Games Night and Cheer-Off
Games
The participants will follow the example and leadership of the counselors
during Games Night. Help the atmosphere to be one of encouragement, excitement, and teamwork and not one of competition. Remember that the purpose
of Games Night is to help unify your company. Help your youth have fun, but
as a counselor, stay out of the spotlight.
Arrive at the game field on time, and check in with the assistant coordinator in
charge. He or she will tell you which game you will play first and where to start
your rotation. Be familiar with the game descriptions included in the participant
handbook so you can explain them quickly and clearly to your company.
Your group will rotate through activities throughout the night until members
have participated in each game. Be aware of where and when to rotate, and do
so as quickly as possible.
Inform your company of all instructions from the assistant coordinator, and
follow the rules and procedures for each game. When leaving a rotation, make
sure participants have collected all their belongings.
If you have downtime between rotations, keep your company together, active,
and excited. Cheering for other teams, practicing line dances, or preparing for
other games are all acceptable. Make sure your participants stay hydrated.
Cheer-Off
After watching all of the cheers during Games Night, the judges (coordinators
and session-directing couple) will choose a few cheers to be performed for
the whole group in the final Cheer-Off. Encourage your youth to always be
positive and supportive. There should be no booing or negative comments. If
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your group does not win, be cheerful; your example will determine the attitude
of the youth.
Favorite Food Night
After Games Night, you will return with your participants to their rooms, your
company spot, or another assigned location to enjoy Favorite Food Night. Carefully oversee cleanup when you are done.
To make memories that are as meaningful as possible and keep the atmosphere
uplifting while eating, discuss some of these questions to help you bond with
your youth:
• Tell me about your best friend.
• What is your favorite childhood memory or your favorite day ever?
• Tell me about some of the people you have met so far.
• What are you interested in doing in life?
• Tell me about your family.
• How can I be the best counselor to you?
• What has been your favorite experience at FSY so far?
Head Count
After Favorite Food Night, make sure your participants return to their rooms.
Remind your participants to stay in their rooms and to shut windows and close
blinds. After you verify that all your youth are in their rooms, inform your assistant coordinator.
Quiet Time
Encourage your youth to record their thoughts and feelings in their journals,
reflect on gospel discussions held throughout the day, and spend a few additional minutes reading their scriptures. This time should not be used to text, make
phone calls, or play electronic games.
Reflect and Review
Conduct Reflect and Review, then give any last-minute announcements or
reminders to your youth. Remind them to wear Sunday dress tomorrow. After
praying as a group, encourage your participants to return to their rooms and
offer their personal prayers.
Lights Out
Do not go to bed until all lights are out and your youth are asleep.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
All staff will meet together, discuss the following day’s activities, and clean up
and lock the building before returning home.
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DAY 4
Sunday Dress
Morning Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
Come to this meeting dressed and ready for the day.
Participant Morning Devotional
After the assigned participant gives the devotional, give the youth any announcements they should be aware of. Briefly go over the activities of the day and make
sure they know where to be and when. Remind participants of the goals they
have set.
Breakfast
Help the youth behave appropriately and stay in approved areas. Set a good
example for the youth.
Gospel Study
Meet at your company spot. You or your co-counselor should conduct.
Timeline:
•
•
•
•

Opening hymn and prayer
Counselor lesson (10 minutes; 5 minutes for stay-at-home programs)
Personal study (30 minutes; 10 minutes for stay-at-home programs)
Share (15 minutes; 5 minutes for stay-at-home programs)

Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Be on time and set an example by paying attention and taking notes. This morningside will be given twice—first for the young men and then for the young
women.
The Living Christ Activity
The young men and young women will be separated for this activity. While one
gender is in the session-directing couple morningside, the other gender will
participate in the Living Christ Activity. The young men will first attend the session-directing couple morningside and then the Living Christ Activity. The young
women will first attend the Living Christ Activity and then the morningside.
During the Living Christ Activity, participants will be teaching one another. This
activity provides a great opportunity for them to grow closer as a group and to
grow closer to Jesus Christ by strengthening their testimonies of Him.
Preparing for the Living Christ Activity
On day one, you should have divided your youth into four teams (ideally three
youth or fewer to a team). Each team will teach members of the other three
teams using the topic question and references assigned to them. (See participant handbook, day four.)
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Topic Questions
•
•
•
•

“What think ye of Christ?” (Matthew 22:42).
How does what you think of Christ influence who you become?
Why is Jesus Christ the only way to salvation?
What does it mean to take His name upon me? (see D&C 20:77).

Lunch, Variety Show Dress Rehearsal
Lunchtime Head Count
During the lunchtime break, make contact with each participant in your
group. If you cannot find all of your youth, contact your assistant coordinator
immediately.
Lunch Duty
If you are assigned to lunch duty, arrive 30 minutes early to check in with the
assistant coordinator in charge and to eat lunch. Go to your assigned position
at least 10 minutes before participants arrive for lunch.
Variety Show Dress Rehearsal
The Variety Show dress rehearsal will take place during lunch. Attend the
rehearsal if you are assigned to do so. Follow the direction of the assistant
coordinator in charge. As needed, he or she will give you a list of what props
go where and which acts have audiovisual needs. Assist performers with any
props, equipment, or encouragement they may need as they enter and exit the
stage. Be organized and efficient in order to make quick transitions between
acts. Remember that the Variety Show is about the youth and not about you.
Variety Show
When lunch is over, meet your company at your company spot so you can walk
to the Variety Show together. Your group should be seated at the show about 15
minutes early. At the Variety Show, be enthusiastic and supportive of the performers. Don’t be afraid to cheer enthusiastically, and encourage your participants to
do the same.
Free Time, Musical Program Dress Rehearsal
If you are not assigned to help with Musical Program rehearsal or free time
rover duty (see below), you may want to spend free time with the participants
in your group.
Musical Program Dress Rehearsal
Musical Program dress rehearsal will take place during afternoon free time.
If you are assigned to do so, assist with the rehearsal. All staff members and
youth who are participating in the Musical Program should meet in the auditorium after dinner for invitation to reverence and testimony tips, which will be
conducted by the counselors on Musical Program duty.
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Free Time Rover Duty
If you are assigned to rover duty during free time, watch over all the youth to
make sure they stay on-site and act appropriately.
Dinner
Keep your company together during dinner in order to build unity. Talk to as
many of your participants as possible.
Invitation to Reverence and Testimony Tips
Following dinner, meet in your company spot with your group. Begin by singing
a hymn and praying. Invite your youth to ponder what personal revelation they
might seek tonight. Encourage them to invite the Spirit before they attend the
Musical Program and devotional.
Review the concepts in the participant handbook to teach your youth about
bearing testimony. End by bearing your own testimony. Walk to the auditorium
together.
Musical Program
Make sure your group is on time for the Musical Program. Sit with your company.
Help your youth be attentive throughout the evening activities. The Musical Program is designed to help set the stage for a spiritually enriching evening.
Session-Directing Couple Devotional
Stay in your seats after the Musical Program. Immediately after the Musical Program ends, the session-directing couple will present a devotional.
Testimony Meeting
Following the session-directing couple devotional, a coordinator will announce
your testimony meeting room and dismiss you by company. He or she will also
assign a counselor to conduct each testimony meeting. As you walk to your assigned room, help your youth stay reverent and focused on feeling the Spirit.
Testimony Meeting Conducting Assignment
If you are asked to conduct a testimony meeting, pick a hymn to sing, and ask
participants to say the opening and closing prayers. Save the first two rows of
seats (if available) for those who will bear their testimonies. Open by welcoming all participants, and have the hymn and prayer. Invite all who wish to bear
testimony to do so, but remind them of the time that testimony meeting will
end, at which time those who did not get to bear their testimonies may share
them with their counselor group during counselor devotional, if desired. Be
sure to end testimony meeting on time. Tell your participants to remain reverent if there are long periods of time between testimonies. End with a closing
prayer, and dismiss the group one company at a time.
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Head Count
After testimony meeting, make sure your participants return to their rooms.
Remind your participants to stay in their rooms and to shut windows and close
blinds. After you verify that all your youth are in their rooms, inform your assistant coordinator.
Quiet Time
Encourage your youth to record their thoughts and feelings in their journals,
reflect on gospel discussions held throughout the day, and spend a few additional minutes reading their scriptures. This time should not be used to text, make
phone calls, or play electronic games.
Reflect and Review
Conduct Reflect and Review, then give any last-minute announcements or reminders to your youth. After praying as a group, encourage your participants to
return to their rooms and offer their personal prayers.
Lights Out
Do not go to bed until all lights are out and your youth are asleep.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
All staff will meet together, discuss the following day’s activities, and clean up
and lock the building before returning home.

DAY 5
Staff Shirt
Morning Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
Come to this meeting dressed and ready for the day.
Participant Morning Devotional
After the assigned participant gives the devotional, give the youth any announcements they should be aware of. Briefly go over the activities of the day and make
sure they know where to be and when. Remind participants of the goals they
have set.
Breakfast
Help the youth behave appropriately and stay in approved areas. Set a good
example for the youth.
Gospel Study
Meet at your company spot. You or your co-counselor should conduct.
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Timeline:
•
•
•
•

Opening hymn and prayer
Counselor lesson (10 minutes; 5 minutes for stay-at-home programs)
Personal study (30 minutes; 10 minutes for stay-at-home programs)
Share (15 minutes; 5 minutes for stay-at-home programs)

Taking It Home Preparation
After gospel study, review as a company the company commitments you made
on day one. Discuss how you have kept them throughout the week. Prepare to
share your company’s achievements at Taking It Home in the evening. Your presentation, if you are asked to share, should be no longer than a few minutes.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Be on time and set an example by paying attention and taking notes.
For the Strength of Youth Activity
In this activity, the youth will rotate through different booths where counselors
will teach a brief lesson on a standard from For the Strength of Youth. At the
beginning of the week, the assistant coordinator in charge will assign counselors
to teach each standard. Each lesson will last 10 to 15 minutes, depending on the
instruction given by the assistant coordinator. Counselors not assigned to teach
will help keep the youth involved during the activity.
If you are asked to teach a lesson, use the resources provided in the participant
handbook as your guide. Prepare your lesson early in the week. Be sure to
involve participants and help them use their For the Strength of Youth, Duty to
God, and Personal Progress booklets as you teach.
Service Activity
Stay with your group and make sure participants follow instructions.
Free Time
Invite your youth to start packing during this time.
Pictures, Address Exchange
During free time, meet with your company. Allow participants to take pictures
of staff members and participants during this time. Those who want to keep
in contact with one another may exchange contact information. If you wish to
remain in contact with your youth after a session, communicate in a prudent
and appropriate way.
Dance
A few minutes before the dance begins, regroup with your company and review
dance etiquette (see participant handbook, day two). Before you leave for the
dance, make sure your youth are following dress and appearance expectations. If
they need to change clothing, talk to them privately.
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All counselors are to help keep dance standards. Participate in the FSY dances
with the youth and get to know them. Encourage your participants to be aware
of those not getting asked to dance or choosing not to dance. Dance with other
counselors only when a coordinator calls a “counselor dance.”
Dance Duty
If you are assigned to dance duty, you will be assigned a 45-minute shift and
then be replaced by another counselor. If you have been assigned to dance
duty, check in with the assistant coordinator in charge before your shift starts.
Your specific duty might include chaperoning, supervising the water table,
or performing another duty. Do not leave your duty until another counselor
replaces you.
Chaperoning

Patrol the dance floor and help maintain the Spirit by enforcing all dance
standards. Kindly ask those not keeping the standards to do so. Do what you
can to alleviate disturbances. Report any problems to the assistant coordinator
in charge.
Water Table

Fill water cups, and ask the assistant coordinator in charge what to do when
the water jugs are empty or if you run out of cups. Keep the water area clean.
Discourage congregating near the water area. Encourage everyone to dance
and have fun.
Stations

The assistant coordinator may give you a “station” or area to watch over while
on duty, such as restrooms, entrances and exits, corners, hallways, and so on.
Discourage youth from congregating in these areas. Encourage everyone to
dance.
Never leave the entrances unattended. Do not allow youth to leave the dance
unless accompanied by a counselor.
Slide Show
Following the dance, help shepherd your youth to the assigned area for the slide
show.
Taking It Home
Taking It Home will likely be held in the same area as the slide show.
Company Reflect and Review
This Reflect and Review is held with the entire company rather than in counselor
groups. Allow youth time to share feelings and experiences or to bear testimony
one last time if they desire. Be sure to return to your rooms on time and fill out
the head-count sheet. Lights out on day five is strictly enforced.
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Head Count
After testimony meeting, make sure your participants return to their rooms.
Remind your participants to stay in their rooms and to shut windows and close
blinds. After you verify that all your youth are in their rooms, inform your assistant coordinator.
Quiet Time
Encourage your youth to record their thoughts and feelings in their journals, reflect on gospel discussions held throughout the day, and spend a few additional
minutes reading their scriptures. This time should not be used to text, make
phone calls, or play electronic games.
Lights Out
Do not go to bed until all lights are out and your youth are asleep.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
All staff will meet together, discuss the following day’s activities, and clean up
and lock the building before returning home.

DAY 6
Overnight Sessions Only
Participant Checkout
During checkout you may meet parents and Church leaders. Dress and act
appropriately.
Follow specific checkout instructions carefully. Make sure you understand checkout procedures and clearly explain them to your youth. Visit all your participants’
rooms to make sure they have followed checkout procedures. Once procedures
are completed correctly, youth may return home.
Be sure to check yourself out on time.
Wrap-Up Meeting
This meeting is mandatory for all counselors. Be prepared to share positive experiences that happened during the week.
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Assistant Coordinators
As an assistant coordinator, you will act as a liaison between counselors and coordinators. You will also take care of a group of counselors and tend to numerous day-to-day responsibilities. As you strive to humbly support and build up the
counselors, they in turn bless the lives of the youth.

Relationships with Counselors

Building meaningful relationships with your counselors is key to your role as an
assistant coordinator. Do everything you can to help meet their needs.
Attend as many of your counselors’ teaching situations as possible. Visit with
your counselors daily and provide meaningful feedback and encouragement.
Remember that true communication is a two-way exchange. The more you meet
with your counselors and get to know them, the easier it will be for them to trust
you and come to you when they need your help.
Be a friend and a mentor to your counselors. Help them be at their very best for
their youth. The counselors need you to help rejuvenate them when they are
drained spiritually, emotionally, or physically.
• Encourage counselors to read their scriptures and prepare spiritually for
teaching.
• Feed the counselors spiritually by teaching as prompted by the Spirit.
• Offer your help often and sincerely.
• Learn the needs of the counselors and youth through frequent communication and prayer.
• Look for sincere ways to express gratitude and give praise often and
openly.
• Be aware of the health of your counselors.
• Look for opportunities to compliment and build your counselors both in
public and one-on-one.
• Look for chances to perform small acts of service for your counselors.

Relationships with Participants

Be conscientious regarding youth who have special needs. Keep the coordinators
well informed about struggling youth. Teach, interact with, and have fun with the
youth. Remember that you may be asked to assist with disciplinary situations.

Relationships with Others

Support the session-directing couple, coordinators, health counselors, and fellow
assistant coordinators by following FSY policies and guidelines. Be proactive. If
you see something that needs to be done, address the situation.
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Roles, Responsibilities, and Duties

One of your main responsibilities as an assistant coordinator is to supervise and
perform administrative duties. Know your duties and successfully complete them.
Always arrive early to activities so counselors can check in for their duties on time
and become aware of where you will be. Be familiar with the counselor duties.
Help the counselors, in an appropriate way, take care of their responsibilities.

Instructions for Assistant Coordinator Events

As an assistant coordinator, you may be assigned to oversee one or more of the
major FSY activities. You should receive your assignments before FSY begins.
The coordinators may make assignments on the day before FSY.
The following section contains detailed instructions for each major activity. If you
are assigned to be in charge of one of these events, please read and follow the
instructions carefully.

CHECK-IN AND CHECKOUT
Day 1
Direct setup for check-in. Emphasize the need for promptness—check-in should
start on time.
As counselors arrive at check-in, assign them to different stations. Some of them
should hand out materials, and some should guide participants and parents to
their rooms (if applicable). Make signs to guide participants to the check-in area
and to the correct line.
Organize the check-in materials, including ID cards, lanyards, and wristbands (if
applicable) and participant handbooks, T-shirts, and so on. Assign counselors to
pass out materials, size T-shirts, and direct participants as needed.
Set up a solutions table where the coordinators will sit. One or more assistant
coordinators may be assigned to also sit at the table if needed. Parents or participants with questions will be directed to the solutions table.
Help create and maintain a professional atmosphere. Send anyone with problems
or questions you can’t answer to the solutions table.
At the conclusion of check-in, make sure all extra materials are packed up and
returned to the site office or storage area. Dispose of boxes, and express appreciation to the counselors.
Day 6
Ensure checkout procedures are followed by staff and participants. Work with
the logistical administrator(s) to pack up and vacate the facilities.
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DANCE INSTRUCTION
Your responsibility is to make sure all staff members and participants learn the
FSY dances, including the line dances and the ballroom dances. Throughout
the week, you will have many opportunities to lead dances and get participants
excited and involved.
Day 1
Orientation practice. You are in charge of choosing and supervising staff members who will dance the line dances at orientation. This means you must know
the dance or have someone there who knows it. You should decide beforehand
how you will arrange the dancers.
During orientation practice, use the line dance music and a microphone (if
available) to direct the counselors. The counselors should have already learned
the dance during presession training, so place them in their positions and watch
them to find out which parts need polishing. Run over the rough parts and make
sure lines are straight, moves are together, and faces are smiling!
Check-in. During check-in, make sure upbeat music is playing, and lead staff
members and participants in dances as appropriate. You can teach line dances,
or you and other staff members can just dance and have fun. When participants
see you having fun and being outgoing, they will begin to do the same.
Orientation. As participants arrive for orientation, play upbeat music. You and
other counselors should dance and teach dances in order to help the youth feel
comfortable and excited.
Day 2
You will be in charge of dance instruction at the dance. You will need to either
know the FSY line dances and ballroom dances yourself or choose someone
who knows them to help. As the youth arrive at the dance, have the young men
and young women sit on opposite sides of the floor. Have a male and female
counselor demonstrate the ballroom dances as you (or another counselor)
explain the dances. Do not improvise or teach anything beyond the basic steps.
Keep it simple so the youth feel confident.
After demonstrating the dances a few steps at a time, have the youth stand and
practice. For ballroom dances, let the youth first practice individually and then
find a partner and practice with the music. All counselors should spread out
among the youth to help them learn the dance.
After you have taught the dances, read the “Music and Dancing” section of the
For the Strength of Youth booklet aloud. Then begin the dance.
During the dance, you and other staff members should continue to help the
participants learn the FSY line dances and ballroom dances. As needed, find a
spot where all the participants can see you, and use a microphone (if available)
to teach and lead dances.
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Day 5
During the dance, continue to help the participants learn the FSY dances.

FAMILY HOME EVENING
Make sure refreshments are available and ready to be distributed during family
home evening. Before the companies leave from the session-directing couple
message, announce a location and time for counselors to get their treats during family home evening activities. Arrive at that location 15 minutes early, and
supervise treat distribution.
Be ready to assist the coordinators if any other special needs arise for the planning and execution of family home evening.
Oversee the companies as they participate in the games and debriefing. Lend any
assistance as needed.

CLASSES
If you are assigned to oversee classes, you will ensure that the classes on day two
run smoothly. During the morning assistant coordinator–counselor meeting, you
will need to make the following assignments:
• Assign one counselor to conduct each class. You will need to provide a
teacher bio and any announcements to each conductor.
• Assign several counselors to be rovers. Rovers will patrol hallways and
other areas to make sure participants make it to class on time and stay in
class.
• Assign several counselors to be stationed strategically around the venue—
for example, at exits, restrooms, and hallways. These counselors will help
the youth get to class on time and keep them from going to the residence
halls or wandering during classes.
• Assign the rest of the counselors to attend classes. They should help the
youth stay focused and reverent. At least two counselors should attend
each class, although it is preferable to have more, if possible.

DANCES
Day 2
If you are assigned to oversee dances, you will supervise all preparations for
the dance so the event can begin on time and be successful. Arrive at least 30
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minutes early to begin setup. Help the dance DJ if needed. Make sure water jugs
are ready. Also have towels, paper towels, or a mop available in case of a spill.
Decide on a solutions table location near the entrance (stay near the table during
the dance to resolve concerns). Do not let anyone other than FSY staff and participants enter the dance.
Before the counselors arrive, draw a map of the dance floor with duty locations
on it. As counselors arrive, assign them to admissions, water table, or chaperone
duty or to monitor “stations”: exits, corners, hallways, bathrooms, and so on.
Extra counselors can be assigned to encourage youth to participate in the dance.
Label the map well so you can pass it on if another assistant coordinator relieves
you of duty. Before the dance begins, allow the assistant coordinator in charge of
dance instruction to teach the FSY dances.
Dance contest
Hold a fast-dance contest during the dance. Before the contest begins, decide
who will judge the dancers (judges should include a mix of assistant coordinators, health counselors, coordinators, and the session-directing couple).
Choose two to three songs to use during the contest, and then inform the
dance DJ of which songs to use. Plan ahead when the dance contest will begin,
and make an announcement 15 minutes ahead of time. A few minutes before
the contest begins, assemble the judges and create space on the dance floor.
Use a microphone to announce to the youth that they should be seated and
prepare for the contest. Announce the rules before you begin. Tell them that if
a judge taps them on the shoulder, they need to talk to you so you can write
their names down for the finals.
Encourage all youth to participate. Start the music and give the youth a
30-second warm-up before the judges start picking finalists. After the finalists
have been chosen, clear the floor and give each finalist a chance to dance one
at a time. After all finalists have danced, meet with the judges to decide the
winners. Announce the winners as soon as the judges have decided. Congratulate all participants.
Day 5
Set up and prepare for the dance the same way you did on day two. There will
be no formal dance instruction at the beginning of this dance. Hold a ballroom
dance contest during the dance, following the same procedures as the fast-dance
contest on day two.

SHARING THE GOSPEL ACTIVITY
If you are in charge of this activity, create groups of companies and assign them
to rooms to gather in after lunch. The number of groups will depend on the
number of rooms available. Ideally, the chairs in the rooms should be able to
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be moved, because the companies are divided into groups of 10 to 12 participants. Make sure copies of Preach My Gospel are available for participants to use.
Participants will be preparing a lesson to teach from chapter 3. Specifically, they
will teach from lesson 1, “The Message of the Restoration of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ.” Also assign an assistant coordinator to be in charge of each room.
The assistant coordinator in charge of each room will introduce the activity for
the first 20 minutes. He or she should share an experience of sharing the gospel
with someone, testify of teaching with the Spirit, and discuss the importance of
preparing now to share the gospel.
Following the 20-minute introduction, the youth will divide into companionships.
Each companionship will use the next 30 minutes to prepare a 15-minute lesson
from Preach My Gospel to teach another companionship.
At the conclusion of both teaching opportunities, the assistant coordinator in
each room should call everyone together and lead a discussion about the experience, inviting youth to share their thoughts and experiences.
Schedule
20 minutes

Assistant coordinator introduction

30 minutes

Youth companionships each prepare a 15-minute lesson

15 minutes

#1 companionships teach #2 companionships

15 minutes

#2 companionships teach #1 companionships

Approximately 20 minutes

Assistant coordinator discussion and debriefing
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BANNER AND CHEER PREPARATION
If you are in charge of this activity, make sure there are enough supplies for
each company to create a banner. During the coordinator–assistant coordinator
meeting on day three, discuss where the banner supplies will be distributed, and
ask all assistant coordinators to announce the location to their counselors. Arrive
at that location early and stay until all companies have received their materials.
Remind counselors not to get paint on sidewalks or pavement.
After all companies have collected their materials, clean up the area and walk
around to make sure all participants clean up after themselves.
Materials for each company
□ One piece of fabric, approximately 1 × 1.5 meters
□ Paintbrushes
□ Plastic cups
□ Paint

GAMES NIGHT AND CHEER-OFF
If you are in charge of this activity, make sure you are familiar with the game
descriptions found in the participant handbook. You will need to let participants
know ahead of time that they are expected to wear their participant T-shirts for
this activity. Before Games Night, visit the activity location and plan the games
rotation, and then assign one or two assistant coordinators to be in charge of
each game. Tell them which games they will be in charge of, and remind them to
arrive 30 minutes early.
Create a Games Night rotation sheet. Using a company list, split the session into
about five even groups (group together companies of comparable size and agegroup). Assign each group the game they will play first. Check with the coordinators to make sure water will be supplied. Also locate the restrooms nearest to the
field.
If possible, set up speakers and a microphone on the games field. This will allow
you to communicate and to play appropriate, enthusiastic, and fun music as
approved by priesthood leaders. Make Games Night as fun and exciting for the
youth as you can.
Assign one assistant coordinator (or yourself) to greet the companies as they
come onto the field and to direct them to their first game. Each company should
check in with its respective assistant coordinator.
Communicate with the other assistant coordinators to make sure the rotations
run smoothly during the activity. Keep track of the time carefully, and give each
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rotation equal time. Rotation times should be sufficient for the activity that lasts
the longest (usually the cheer station).
One of the rotations will be a banner and cheer judging station. At this station,
each company will present their cheer and banner to the judges. You might want
to create scorecards for the judges to use at this station.
When all rotations are completed, direct all companies to go to the final CheerOff location. You will be in charge of introducing the judges, announcing the
Cheer-Off finalists, and directing the Cheer-Off. Every company will present their
banner and cheer to the group. Make it fun and exciting. Encourage the youth
to applaud other companies. After all companies have presented, announce the
top four cheers and the top four banners in each age group (14–15 years old and
16–18 years old). After the final Cheer-Off, either you or the coordinators should
dismiss companies to go to Favorite Food Night.
Depending on the size of your session, you may choose to have only four rotations and then have all companies present their cheers at the final Cheer-Off.
Materials
□ Game flags
□ Company list
□ Score sheet for Cheer-Off
□ Microphone and speakers
□ Appropriate music
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THE LIVING CHRIST ACTIVITY
If you are assigned to oversee this activity, make sure all assistant coordinators
review this activity in detail with their counselors in the presession meeting to ensure they understand the format and know how to adequately prepare. Assistant
coordinators are responsible for their counselor groups.
Schedule
On day four, young women will participate in this activity during the first rotation
while the young men meet with the session-directing couple for the morningside.
The young men will then switch with the young women and participate in this
activity while the young women meet with the session-directing couple.
5 minutes

Song, prayer, welcome

10 minutes

Assistant coordinator introduces the activity and gives instructions

5 minutes

Handbook activity—“The Living Christ”

5 minutes

Wrap-up discussion of handbook activity

5 minutes

Stand and stretch

40 minutes

Activity (see participant handbook, day four)

5 minutes

Assistant coordinator summarizes the activity and dismisses youth to go to the
morningside or lunch

VARIETY SHOW
The Variety Show provides an opportunity for youth to share and appreciate
a variety of talents in a fun and uplifting atmosphere. An assistant coordinator
is assigned to be in charge of the Variety Show, and a few counselors will be
assigned to assist. The assistant coordinator and counselors assigned to the
Variety Show will be responsible for all aspects of the production, including
advertising, tryouts, programming, audiovisual and stage crews, and cleanup.
Coordinate with the counselors working with you; make sure they know where
the tryouts are and what their assignments will be. Remind them that this is a
rewarding though time-consuming duty.
Day 1
Make signs for check-in to advertise the Variety Show. Post a tryout sign-up sheet
in a highly visible location at check-in. The sign-up sheet should list the Variety
Show guidelines. Keep the sign-up sheet posted and available through day three.
Day 2
Hold Variety Show tryouts during lunchtime. Before the tryouts, meet with
assigned counselors to discuss audition etiquette, guidelines, and setup. Make
sure you have a piano, CD player, and microphone. Make sure another counselor
brings dinner to you and the counselors helping you during the auditions.
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Remember that the feelings of the youth are most important. Create a relaxed
atmosphere. The youth may be nervous, so do your best to help them feel comfortable. Be interested. Smile and applaud for every act. Thank them for taking
the time to try out.
Throughout the audition process, remember these guidelines:
• Look for real talent, but also remember that in a variety show all talent
levels should be considered. Acts that mock or tease, degrade religious
principles, or make fun of others are not permitted.
• All music, lyrics, costumes, language, gestures, and so on must abide by
Church standards. Avoid anything questionable! If you feel uneasy about
a performance in any way, just say no. Costumes worn must follow For the
Strength of Youth standards.
• No food or liquid of any kind is to be used on stage.
• The music used should not have any reference to Word of Wisdom violations, gangs, violence, inappropriate language, immorality, or anything
suggestive. If it is inappropriate, don’t use it!
• At the dress rehearsal, all performers must wear the clothing that they plan
to wear for the show. If costumes are inappropriate, they must be changed
or the act will be dropped.
The coordinators are ultimately responsible for what happens during the Variety
Show. If you have any questions concerning the content of any act, please consult with the coordinators prior to the performance.
Day 3
Continue auditions; finalize the list of chosen acts immediately after the auditions
end, and post the list after Games Night. Be quick so the counselors can inform
their youth. The list of final acts should also contain instructions for the youth on
where and when to meet for dress rehearsal. Prepare introduction cards or a list
of acts for the emcee(s), who should attend dress rehearsal also. Provide act lists
for the audiovisual and stage crews.
Day 4
Variety Show Dress Rehearsal
Seat the youth as they arrive and start rehearsal. Go through one minute of
each performance to briefly check audiovisual and other equipment. In some
sessions, the dress rehearsal allows for better photographs; remind the session
photographer to be prepared to take pictures during the rehearsal.
Make sure the facility audiovisual crew has what they need.
Assign seats for performers according to performance order.
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Variety Show
After lunch, help the youth and counselors be seated about 15 minutes before
the Variety Show begins. Make sure the show begins on time. During the show,
ensure that everything runs smoothly.

MUSICAL PROGRAM
An assistant coordinator, along with two or more counselors, is in charge of the
Musical Program. Meet with the assigned counselors to discuss responsibilities.
Counselors under your direction should feel needed and appreciated.
Presession
• Find a time to meet with the counselors who are assigned to assist you
with the Musical Program. The best time may be before the session starts
or on the morning of day one after the business meeting.
• Look over the program and discuss how you would like to organize rehearsals for the choir, narrators, and soloists. Have a plan in mind before you go
to your first rehearsal.
• Delegate assignments to the counselors assisting you. One should be in
charge of narrators, one in charge of solos, and one in charge of the choir.
Make sure the counselors feel complete responsibility for their jobs.
• Make sure that you stick to the Musical Program. Do not alter it in any way.
You may create solos, duets, or small musical groups, but this should be
done sparingly, with these smaller groups used only to complement the
choir. The choir should remain the focus so that as many youth as possible
can participate.
Day 1
• At check-in, display signs advertising the Musical Program, including times
and locations for rehearsals. You and the other counselors can mingle and
encourage the youth to attend.
• Announce the practice times and locations again at orientation. Instruct
participants to go to the front of the lunch line each day so they can immediately go to rehearsals after eating lunch.
Rehearsals
Hold rehearsals on the following days and times. Remember, there is not a lot of
time to practice. Make sure that you have the songbooks, CDs, DVDs, and a CD
player if needed.
• Day two
◦ Lunch
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◦ Free time—as needed, hold solo and narrator tryouts during this
rehearsal
• Day three
◦ Lunch—assign one or more counselors to work with soloists and narrators during this rehearsal
◦ Free time
• Day four
◦ Lunch
◦ Free time—hold your dress rehearsal right after the Variety Show
◦ An hour before the Musical Program—have the choir meet to discuss
invitation to reverence and testimony tips
Dress Rehearsal
The dress rehearsal on day four will be your only chance to have a complete runthrough of the program.
• The dress rehearsal needs to move quickly. Make sure you are organized.
The Musical Program will set the tone for the rest of the evening.
• Make sure all audiovisual equipment is ready to go for the program.
• Help the youth to understand the great opportunity they have to help set
the tone for a spiritually enriching evening.
• You will be responsible for discussing the invitation to reverence and testimony tips with the youth who are participating in the Musical Program.
Please prepare and delegate assignments with the counselors who are
assisting you. Be sure to leave enough time to cover the material.

TESTIMONY MEETINGS
If you are assigned to be in charge of testimony meetings, be sure to take care of
the following:
Day 2
• Ask a coordinator for a list of available testimony meeting rooms and a
company list. Determine how to divide the companies equally into the
available testimony meeting rooms. Make a list of which companies are in
each room, and give this list to the coordinators.
Day 4
• Assign assistant coordinators to help direct companies to their rooms after
the devotional.
• Assign a counselor to each room to conduct the testimony meeting.
Give the testimony room assignments to the coordinator conducting
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the devotional so he or she can announce room assignments after the
devotional.
• Just before the devotional, check the testimony rooms to make sure they
are unlocked, clean, and ready for participants.
• During testimony meetings, choose a meeting to attend. Do not move from
room to room.

FOR THE STRENGTH OF YOUTH ACTIVITY
An assistant coordinator is assigned to be in charge of the For the Strength of
Youth Activity.
Day 1
• Considering facility space and the number of participants and counselors,
determine how many of the 19 standards in For the Strength of Youth can
effectively be taught during this activity. The activity may be held indoors
(in a large open room such as a gym or cultural hall or in various classrooms in the same building) or outdoors in an open area.
• Assign one or two counselors to teach each of the standards.
• Confirm that counselors know which standard they are to teach and, if
they are team teaching, who their partners are.
• Counselors should teach using the scriptures, quotes, references, and
resources listed in the participant handbook and For the Strength of Youth.
During the Week
• Follow up with assigned counselors throughout the week to answer any
questions and make sure they are adequately prepared to teach on day five.
Day 5
• Hang banners at each booth that display the name of the standard. There
should be one standard at each booth.
• Place extra For the Strength of Youth booklets at every booth, if desired.
• Be the timekeeper, making sure each rotation at the booths lasts 15 minutes,
with a 5-minute break between each rotation. There should be a total of four
rotations. You may ask a few counselors to help you oversee rotations.

SERVICE ACTIVITY
The Area Seventy, logistical administrator(s), and session-directing couple
will decide what will be done during the service activity. Be in touch with the
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logistical administrator(s) and session-directing couple to find out your responsibilities. One option for the service activity is the missionary project found in the
participant handbook.
Missionary Service Activity
If you will be doing the service activity in the participant handbook, follow the
instructions here and in the participant handbook.
This activity will give youth the opportunity to act on what they have been feeling and experiencing throughout FSY. They will focus on specific ways in which
they can serve others by sharing the gospel.
During the activity, the youth will:
• Think of someone with whom they would like to share the gospel.
• Create a missionary kit that contains Articles of Faith cards, pass-along
cards, copies of the Book of Mormon, pamphlets, and so forth.
• Develop a plan for sharing the gospel with the person they thought of.
Ideas include:
• Writing their testimony in a Book of Mormon and giving it to the person.
• Writing “talking points” in their handbooks (see the service activity section in the participant handbook).
• Discussing or role-playing ways to approach a gospel discussion.
Activity Setup

• Use a large open room or outdoor area for the activity.
• Set up several tables where participants can pick up missionary tools
(pamphlets, copies of the Book of Mormon, and so forth).
• Instruct counselor groups to choose a table and stay together.

Timeline

15 minutes: Session-directing couple introduces the service activity.
10 minutes: You or someone you assign talks about the finding tools provided
and demonstrates how to use them effectively.
15 minutes: Participants assemble their missionary kits.
15 minutes: Youth prepare their missionary plan (write down their testimony,
talking points, and so on).

SLIDE SHOW
If you are assigned to this duty, you will take photos and present a 15-minute
slide show following the dance on day five. It will be your responsibility to
capture moments of your FSY with a digital still camera or a video camera (if
available). If you are assigned to this duty, be sure to get the camera from the
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coordinators before FSY starts. You may wish to take photos of counselors before
the participants arrive.
Make sure you take pictures and work on assembling the slide show throughout
the week. The job is more manageable if you do not wait until day five to put it
all together.
Photographs of smiling faces, groups, close-ups, emotions, specific activities,
and so on make the best pictures. The show is meant to capture the participants’
experience, so avoid putting a lot of staff photos in the slide show.
Recommended Materials
• Digital camera
• Laptop computer
• Projection screen
• LCD projector
• Battery charger
Responsibilities
• Create a slide show that will help the participants remember their FSY
experiences.
• Arrive at the games early and take pictures of all the groups with their
banners as they arrive.
• Take pictures of youth participating in a variety of activities.
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• When you are on duty in the site office, use your time to prepare the
show.
• Test the slide show equipment early in the week to make sure the laptop
and LCD projector are compatible.
• Use counselors to help you take pictures during times when you have
other responsibilities.
• Do not include photographs that overemphasize counselors. These are less
meaningful to the youth.
• Make sure no content in pictures or videos compromises Church standards. No matter how great a picture is, if it shows immodesty or unsafe
activities, leave it out.
• Do not include any pictures with inappropriate hand signs or gestures.
• Take photos at significant landmarks or unique locations at the venue
where your session is being held. Show your creativity.

OTHER DUTIES
Singer Supervisor
If you are assigned this duty, you will oversee staff members who will sing during
FSY meetings.
Before FSY
The session-directing couple may choose to have staff members sing solos or
in groups during morningsides and devotionals. Before FSY begins, talk with
the session-directing couple to find out how many singers will be needed for
the week and when each song will be used. Only music from youth.lds.org,
songs from the Children’s Songbook, and hymns should be sung.
Day 1
Hold vocal auditions for interested staff members during orientation practice.
Create a list as soon as possible specifying who is singing, which song, when,
and what time the singer should arrive to rehearse (usually 30 to 45 minutes
before the meetings). Post this list in the site office.
If someone will be singing at orientation or family home evening, he or she
should be informed as soon as possible. During your afternoon meeting with
the other assistant coordinators and coordinators, tell them who will be singing
so they can encourage one another.
Throughout the Week
Check on singers throughout the week to make sure they are rehearsing. You
should schedule additional practices with any singers who feel unsure about
their songs.
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Arrive 30 to 45 minutes early to meetings in which singers will perform so you
can practice and pray with them and encourage them.
Remind singers that this is not an opportunity to show off their talents but a
tool to invite the Spirit into the meeting. Please make sure the chosen songs, as
well as the singers, invite the Spirit.
Meal Supervisor
If you are given the responsibility to oversee meals, counselors should come to
all meals 30 minutes early and report to you. As needed, assign counselors to
help serve food or attend to other duties. Assign counselors to keep the youth
in a controlled area during lunchtime. Youth should not return to their rooms
during this time.
Ask one or two counselors on meal duty to take food to counselors or assistant
coordinators who are on duty at the site office, Musical Program rehearsal, Variety
Show auditions, or elsewhere.
You will also be in charge of assigning counselors to monitor participants during
free time.
Site Office
All assistant coordinators should rotate through site office duty throughout the
week. While on site office duty, your main role is to take care of any problems,
questions, or concerns that may arise at the site office or through incoming calls
to the site office cell phone. Depending on the time of day you are on duty in the
site office, you may have other responsibilities.
If you are on site office duty on day one, contact all participants whose ID cards
have not been picked up and find out whether they will be attending. If needed,
help the coordinators make any changes regarding housing and participant information. The assistant coordinator on day-two morning site office duty should
recheck housing and participant information in the binder, using the previous
night’s head-count sheets.
Make sure you always have the site office cell phone with you while on duty. It
should always be on, and you should always answer any calls. Make sure to give
it to the next assistant coordinator on duty when your duty is complete. If you
have to leave the office for any reason and no other assistant coordinator or coordinator is there, leave a sign on the door with the site office cell phone number
on it, and take the phone with you.
If a participant needs to leave the conference, make sure a parent or guardian
follows appropriate procedures and signs applicable checkout forms. If a participant needs to go home permanently, contact an Area Seventy, who will also
inform the session-directing couple.
Sort any mail as soon as possible, since sometimes parents need to get mail or
other items to their child promptly. Give the mail to the appropriate assistant
coordinator with a note identifying which counselor to give it to.
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Keep the site office clean, organized, and attractive. Make use of less-busy times
in the office to prepare for your upcoming duties. Make sure the site office does
not become a hangout area for staff members.
Dance DJ
If you are assigned to be the dance DJ, you will be in charge of setting up the
sound system for the two dances (on day two and day five) and playing the
songs. Make sure all equipment is in place and connected correctly at least 30
minutes before the youth are to arrive. Play only music that has been approved by
your priesthood leaders.
Coordinators may ask you to announce counselor dances, in which counselors
may dance with other counselors (the youth should also dance during these
times). Meet with the assistant coordinator in charge of dance instruction and the
dance contest before the dance and make sure the music is ready.
Scribe
If you are assigned to be the staff scribe, you will have the following
responsibilities.
• Prepare a list of announcements to distribute to all counselors at the dayone business meeting.
• Take notes during the coordinator–assistant coordinator meetings, and
make copies of the announcements and distribute them to each assistant
coordinator before the assistant coordinator–counselor meetings.
• Make sure all assistant coordinators and counselors who miss a meeting
because of Musical Program or Variety Show duties receive copies of meeting notes.
Thank-You Notes
If you are assigned to this duty, begin making a list of who should receive
thank-you notes beginning on day one. Leave the list in the site office and let the
other assistant coordinators add to the list. Some examples could include: facility
contacts; cafeteria, janitorial, audiovisual, and housing staffs; field crew; local institute personnel; Favorite Food Night providers; session-directing couple; office
coordinator; and teachers.
During the week, distribute thank-you notes as opportunities arise.
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Daily Agenda

DAY BEFORE FSY BEGINS
Counselor Orientation
This meeting will be held before the participants arrive on the first day of FSY.
This meeting is mandatory for all assistant coordinators. Be on time and take
notes. Assist as directed by the coordinators.
Session-Directing Couple Devotional
This meeting requires Sunday dress. Be on time and take notes.
Meet Your Counselors
You will have a chance to meet the counselors you will be working with, define FSY expectations, and set goals.
• Introductions (about 5 minutes)
• Expectations (about 10 minutes)
• Discussion on how to facilitate a climate of revelation (about 15 minutes)
• Goal setting and Q&A (about 10 minutes)
• Distribute duty rosters and names and phone numbers of youth in each
counselor group; discuss the head-count process (about 5 minutes)
• As needed, discuss procedures for the Living Christ Activity and other
activities.
Co-counselor Planning
This is a good time to meet with other assistant coordinators to set goals or build
relationships.

DAY 1
Staff Shirt
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting
Meet with the coordinators to go over any final preparations or assignments for
the business meeting.
Material Distribution
Before the business meeting, check with the coordinators to find out what materials and equipment need to be moved into place. After the business meeting,
as counselors check in with you for duty, tell them what materials need to be
moved to which locations.
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Business Meeting
Be on time. You and the other assistant coordinators will be introduced to the
staff at this time. Be prepared to tell them about specific duties.
Orientation Practice
If you are asked to dance the FSY dances during orientation, you will practice
during orientation practice. The assistant coordinator in charge of dance instruction will oversee the practice.
If you would like, you can also audition at this time to sing at morningsides and
devotionals. The assistant coordinator in charge of supervising singers will hold
the auditions.
Participant Check-In
You may receive a specific assignment from the assistant coordinator in charge
of check-in. If you do not have a specific assignment, help in any way you can.
All assistant coordinators should help make sure that participants are dressed
in compliance with For the Strength of Youth dress and grooming standards. As
needed, encourage youth to change clothes, remove earrings, and so on before
they check in. Send anyone with problems or questions you can’t answer to the
solutions table.
At the conclusion of check-in, help pack up all extra materials and return them to
the site office or storage area.
Meet Your Counselor
Make a quick sweep to make sure all youth are finding their way. Help with late
check-ins.
Meet Your Company
Assist coordinators as needed. As companies report on the names they have
chosen, help verify that the names are appropriate.
Orientation
Orientation is a time to excite the youth about the coming week and to allow
them to meet the session-directing couple and other staff. It is also a time to
begin building unity.
After you help seat the youth, be attentive and available to help throughout orientation. The assistant coordinators will be introduced during this meeting, and
those in charge of the Variety Show and Musical Program may be given time to
announce upcoming rehearsals and tryouts.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting
At this meeting the coordinators will address any items that need to be communicated through you to your counselors and to the participants. Please come ready
to report on your duties for the week, ask questions, and work out details. If necessary, you can ask for the help of other assistant coordinators for your activities.
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Quickly review the day’s activities and prepare for family home evening. Discuss
any other issues as needed.
Family Home Evening
As needed, help distribute treats during family home evening activities.
Observe the companies as they participate in the activities and debriefing. Lend
any assistance as needed. This is an ideal time to build relationships with your
counselors’ youth as you participate with them.
Goal Setting
Observe a counselor teaching and debriefing.
Head Count
Each night, make sure each of your counselors reports the head count in a timely
and accurate manner.
Overnight Sessions
Before the evening of day one, place head-count reports in a predetermined
place for the counselors. Once all your counselors have turned in their reports,
notify the on-call coordinator as soon as possible. You are responsible for turning in head count before attending Reflect and Review.
After day one, counselors may report head count by texting a message to their
assistant coordinator each night.
Stay-at-Home Sessions
The assistant coordinator with morning site office duty is responsible for head
count. The counselors will come to the site office each morning and report the
youth who have yet to arrive for the day. The assistant coordinator in the site
office is responsible for tallying the missing youth and reporting the number
to a coordinator. If youth show up after their company has left their company
spot, the assistant coordinator on site office duty is responsible for helping
each participant find his or her group.
Quiet Time, Prepare for Bed, Journal Time
This is a great time to be with your counselors and observe them with their
youth. Help counselors who have not yet turned in their head count.
Reflect and Review
Observe a counselor teaching. If possible, meet with the counselor afterwards
and share positive feedback as well as constructive ways to improve. Do not
attend until head count is turned in to the coordinator on call.
Personal Scripture Study
This is a good time to set an example of studying the scriptures.
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Lights Out
Help enforce lights out. Be kind when you find participants who resist turning out
their lights. A good rule of thumb is to find the counselors of the youth and invite
the counselor to take care of it. Meet with coordinators only after lights are out.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
This is a time for final thoughts and counsel for the day. It should generally not
be longer than 10 minutes.
Daily Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s activities, and clean up
and lock the building before returning home. Assistant coordinators should help
coordinators as needed.

DAY 2
Staff Shirt
Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
Briefly meet with your counselors each morning. This meeting should be no
longer than 15 minutes. It takes place right before the participant morning devotional, so don’t make the counselors late. Use this time to make announcements
and quickly review the activities for the day. Ask counselors if they have any
questions. Make time to discuss problems they might be having. If time allows,
have counselors review the goals they set for the week. Please be dressed for the
day at this meeting.
Breakfast
Help the youth behave appropriately and stay in approved areas. Set a good
example for the youth.
Gospel Study
Observe counselors teaching. Study your scriptures with the youth.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive 30 minutes early to help set up and to seat the youth.
When seating the youth, make sure counselors have all youth accounted for and
the youth are reverent before they enter the meeting. Seat them as quickly and
efficiently as possible so you can begin on time. Ask counselors to sit with their
youth once the youth are seated.
You may be asked to conduct various meetings. If so, make sure you have everything prepared and assigned before the activity begins (announcements, prayers,
hymn, pianist, sound system, and so on). Be professional, simple, clear, and
direct. Make announcements at the start of the meeting before you introduce the
hymn and prayer.
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Classes
During this time you may attend classes or attend to other responsibilities as
needed.
Lunch
Help keep the youth in a controlled area. Counselors who have been assigned
to lunch duty should come to lunch 30 minutes early and report to you. Assign
counselors to help pass out food (if not already taken care of by facility staff),
and assign some to keep the youth in a controlled area during lunchtime. Youth
should not return to their rooms during this time.
Ask one or two counselors on lunch duty to take food to counselors and assistant
coordinators on duty at the site office, Musical Program rehearsal, and Variety
Show auditions.
Musical Program Rehearsal
If you are assigned to oversee the Musical Program, you should hold auditions
for soloists and narrators during lunch. A counselor on lunch duty should bring
lunch to you and the counselors assisting you. Remember that you and the
counselors helping you will not be able to attend the afternoon coordinator–
assistant coordinator meeting. Ask another assistant counselor to fill you in on
what you missed.
Free Time
You have no official duties during free time unless you are helping with the Variety Show or Musical Program.
Variety Show Tryouts
If you are in charge of the Variety Show, you will need to hold tryouts during free time. A counselor on lunch duty should bring lunch to you and the
counselors assisting you. Before the tryouts, meet with the counselors assisting
you to discuss audition etiquette, guidelines, and setup. Make sure you have a
piano, CD player, and microphone.
Musical Program Rehearsal
Musical Program rehearsal will be held during free time.
Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
If you are assigned to conduct this meeting, make necessary announcements and
answer any questions. Use the remaining time to train your counselors and allow
them to train each other. This afternoon meeting should be held on days two and
three. It should last no longer than 30 minutes and may be shorter, depending on
the support needed by your counselors.
Following is a suggested outline:
• Announcements
• Prayer
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• Training as needed
• Short spiritual thought
• Closing prayer
Training should focus on the needs of your counselors. Some ideas include:
• Choosing a chapter in Teaching, No Greater Call or Preach My Gospel and
sharing ideas.
• Demonstrating how to lead Reflect and Review, and then having the counselors practice in groups.
• Giving the counselors time to study their scriptures.
• Reviewing logistics or other points in the counselor section of this handbook, and giving tips to help the program run more smoothly.
• Discussing ways to build relationships of trust with the youth.
• Discussing ways to strengthen co-counselor relationships.
• Asking the counselors to share their favorite scriptures with each other.
• Asking the counselors to share personal experiences from the week.
If you are not able to attend afternoon meetings because of Musical Program,
Variety Show, or other duties, ask another assistant coordinator to meet with your
counselors.
Dance
Attend the dance and help the youth have fun.
Head Count
Each night, make sure each of your counselors reports the head count in a timely
and accurate manner.
Quiet Time, Prepare for Bed, Journal Time
This is a great time to be with your counselors and observe them with their
youth. Help counselors who have not yet turned in their head count.
Reflect and Review
Observe a counselor teaching. If possible, meet with the counselor afterwards
and share positive feedback as well as constructive ways to improve. Do not
attend until head count is turned in to the coordinator on call.
Personal Scripture Study
This is a good time to set an example of studying the scriptures.
Lights Out
Help enforce lights out. Be kind when you find participants who resist turning
out their lights. A good rule of thumb is to find the counselors of the youth and
invite the counselor to take care of it. Meet with coordinators only after lights are
out.
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Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
This is a time for final thoughts and counsel for the day. It should generally not
be longer than 10 minutes.
Daily Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s activities, and clean up
and lock the building before returning home. Assistant coordinators should help
coordinators as needed.

DAY 3
Staff Shirt
Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
Briefly meet with your counselors each morning. This meeting should be no
longer than 15 minutes. It takes place right before the participant morning devotional, so don’t make the counselors late. Use this time to make announcements
and quickly review the activities for the day. Ask counselors if they have any
questions. Make time to discuss problems they might be having. If time allows,
have counselors review the goals they set for the week. Please be dressed for the
day at this meeting.
Breakfast
Help the youth behave appropriately and stay in approved areas. Set a good
example for the youth.
Gospel Study
Observe counselors teaching. Study your scriptures with the youth.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive 30 minutes early to help set up and to seat the youth.
Preach My Gospel Activity
Following the morningside, the youth will be separated into two age-groups.
One age-group will remain with the session-directing couple to be taught by
them. The other group will separate into two rooms to be taught by the coordinators. Stay with your youth, and help them enjoy this activity.
Lunch
If you are assigned to oversee meals, make sure food is distributed efficiently.
Ask one or two counselors on lunch duty to take food to counselors and assistant
coordinators on duty at the site office and Musical Program rehearsal.
Musical Program Rehearsal
Musical Program rehearsal will take place during lunch.
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Sharing the Gospel Activity
During this activity, youth will prepare and teach a 15-minute lesson from chapter 3 of Preach My Gospel. They should teach lesson 4, “The Commandments.”
All companies should be assigned rooms to gather in after lunch.
If you are asked to be in charge of one of the assigned rooms, you will need to
introduce the activity for the first 20 minutes. You should share an experience of
sharing the gospel with someone, testify of teaching with the Spirit, and discuss
the importance of preparing now to share the gospel.
Following your 20-minute introduction, the youth will divide into companionships. Each companionship will use the next 30 minutes to prepare a 15-minute
lesson to teach another companionship. Encourage participants to focus on one
or two sections from the lesson to teach rather than trying to teach the entire
lesson. The counselors will supervise and give suggestions and ideas where
needed. Each companionship should then find another companionship to teach,
and the companionships should take turns teaching 15-minute lessons.
At the conclusion of both teaching opportunities, call everyone together and lead
a discussion about the experience, inviting youth to share their thoughts and
experiences.
Schedule
20 minutes

Assistant coordinator introduction

30 minutes

Youth companionships each prepare a 15-minute lesson

15 minutes

#1 companionships teach #2 companionships

15 minutes

#2 companionships teach #1 companionships

Approximately 20 minutes

Assistant coordinator discussion and debriefing

Free Time
You have no official duties during free time unless you are helping with the Musical Program or with Variety Show tryouts.
Musical Program Rehearsal
Musical Program rehearsal will be held during free time.
Variety Show Tryouts
Variety Show tryouts will be held during free time and continue through dinner.
Dinner
If you are assigned to oversee meals, make sure food is distributed efficiently.
Variety Show tryouts will continue through dinner.
Banner and Cheer Preparation
Make sure your counselors know where to pick up their banner supplies. Remind counselors to keep their areas clean as they create their banners.
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After all companies have finished their banners, help make sure they collect their
materials and clean up. Walk around to make sure everything is clean and tidy.
Games Night and Cheer-Off
If the assistant coordinator in charge of Games Night asks you to be in charge of
one of the games, be sure to consult the participant handbook to become familiar with the game’s rules. Arrive at Games Night 30 minutes early.
As needed, help greet the companies as they arrive and direct them to their first
game. Each company should check in with its respective assistant coordinator.
Help companies have fun and be enthusiastic. After companies present their
cheers and banners to the judges, participants may become restless as they wait
for the next rotation. Try to help the participants have fun as they wait, perhaps
by playing some mini-games with them.
When all rotations are completed, help direct all companies to the final Cheer-Off
location. Encourage the youth to applaud other companies during the Cheer-Off.
Favorite Food Night
When the food arrives, help distribute it to counselor groups.
Head Count
Each night, make sure each of your counselors reports the head count in a timely
and accurate manner.
Quiet Time, Prepare for Bed, Journal Time
This is a great time to be with your counselors and observe them with their
youth. Help counselors who have not yet turned in their head count.
Reflect and Review
Observe a counselor teaching. If possible, meet with the counselor afterwards
and share positive feedback as well as constructive ways to improve. Do not
attend until head count is turned in to the coordinator on call.
Personal Scripture Study
This is a good time to set an example of studying the scriptures.
Lights Out
Help enforce lights out. Be kind when you find participants who resist turning
out their lights. A good rule of thumb is to find the counselors of the youth and
invite the counselor to take care of it. Meet with coordinators only after lights
are out.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
This is a time for final thoughts and counsel for the day. It should generally not
be longer than 10 minutes.
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Daily Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s activities, and clean up
and lock the building before returning home. Assistant coordinators should help
coordinators as needed.

DAY 4
Sunday Dress
Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
Briefly meet with your counselors each morning. This meeting should be no
longer than 15 minutes. It takes place right before the participant morning devotional, so don’t make the counselors late. Use this time to make announcements
and quickly review the activities for the day. Ask counselors if they have any
questions. Make time to discuss problems they might be having. If time allows,
have counselors review the goals they set for the week. Please be dressed for the
day at this meeting.
Breakfast
Help the youth behave appropriately and stay in approved areas. Set a good
example for the youth.
Gospel Study
Observe counselors teaching. Study your scriptures with the youth.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
The morningside today will be held twice—first for the young men and then for
the young women.
The Living Christ Activity
Assist as needed during this activity. The participants will be split into two groups
by gender and rotate between the session-directing couple morningside and the
Living Christ activity. Make sure your counselors understand the activity format
and how to prepare.
Lunch
If you are assigned to oversee meals, make sure food is distributed efficiently.
Ask one or two counselors on lunch duty to take food to counselors and assistant
coordinators on duty at the site office and Variety Show auditions.
Variety Show Dress Rehearsal
Variety Show dress rehearsal will take place during lunch. If you are in charge
of the slide show, you may wish to attend the dress rehearsal to take photos,
since the dress rehearsal often allows for better photographs.
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Variety Show
All youth and staff members should be seated about 15 minutes before the Variety
Show begins. As needed, help with crowd control. Help seat the youth, and maintain a safe, respectful environment. Encourage everyone to be enthusiastic and
have fun.
Free Time
You have no official duties during free time unless you are helping with the
Musical Program.
Musical Program Dress Rehearsal
Musical Program dress rehearsal will be held during free time.
Dinner
If you are assigned to oversee meals, make sure food is distributed efficiently.
Invitation to Reverence and Testimony Tips
Check with your counselors and make sure they know what to talk to their youth
about (see participant handbook, day four). Visit each company. You may need
to help fill in for counselors who have been assigned to the Musical Program
rehearsal.
Musical Program, Devotional
Help counselors prepare their youth to be reverent and receptive to the Spirit.
Remind them of the spiritual focus of the evening.
Testimony Meetings
As needed, help direct companies to their assigned testimony meeting rooms. If
you are not assigned to a testimony room, find a meeting to attend. Do not move
from room to room.
Head Count
Each night, make sure each of your counselors reports the head count in a timely
and accurate manner.
Quiet Time, Prepare for Bed, Journal Time
This is a great time to be with your counselors and observe them with their
youth. Help counselors who have not yet turned in their head count.
Reflect and Review
Observe a counselor teaching. If possible, meet with the counselor afterwards
and share positive feedback as well as constructive ways to improve. Do not
attend until head count is turned in to the coordinator on call.
Personal Scripture Study
This is a good time to set an example of studying the scriptures.
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Lights Out
Help enforce lights out. Be kind when you find participants who resist turning
out their lights. A good rule of thumb is to find the counselors of the youth and
invite the counselor to take care of it. Meet with coordinators only after lights are
out.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
This is a time for final thoughts and counsel for the day. It should generally not
be longer than 10 minutes.
Daily Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s activities, and clean up
and lock the building before returning home. Assistant coordinators should help
coordinators as needed.

DAY 5
Staff Shirt
Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
Briefly meet with your counselors each morning. This meeting should be no
longer than 15 minutes. It takes place right before the participant morning devotional, so don’t make the counselors late. Use this time to make announcements
and quickly review the activities for the day. Ask counselors if they have any
questions. Make time to discuss problems they might be having. If time allows,
have counselors review the goals they set for the week. Please be dressed for the
day at this meeting.
Gospel Study
Observe counselors teaching. Study your scriptures with the youth.
Taking It Home Preparation
You have no specific duties during this time.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive 30 minutes early to help set up and to seat the youth.
For the Strength of Youth Activity
Assist as needed.
Lunch
If you are assigned to oversee meals, make sure food is distributed efficiently.
Service Activity
As needed, assist the assistant coordinator in charge of this activity.
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Dinner, Free Time
If you are assigned to oversee meals, make sure food is distributed efficiently.
Feel free to take pictures with the youth and exchange addresses during this
time.
Dance
Attend the dance and help the youth have fun.
Slide Show
Unless you are assigned to present the slide show, you have no official duties
during this activity.
Taking It Home
No specific duties. Help as directed.
Head Count
Each night, make sure each of your counselors reports the head count in a timely
and accurate manner.
Quiet Time, Prepare for Bed, Journal Time
This is a great time to be with your counselors and observe them with their
youth. Help counselors who have not yet turned in their head count.
Reflect and Review
Observe a counselor teaching. If possible, meet with the counselor afterwards
and share positive feedback as well as constructive ways to improve. Do not
attend until head count is turned in to the coordinator on call.
Personal Scripture Study
This is a good time to set an example of studying the scriptures.
Lights Out
Help enforce lights out. Be kind when you find participants who resist turning
out their lights. A good rule of thumb is to find the counselors of the youth and
invite the counselor to take care of it. Meet with coordinators only after lights are
out.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
This is a time for final thoughts and counsel for the day. It should generally not
be longer than 10 minutes.
Daily Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s activities, and clean up
and lock the building before returning home. Assistant coordinators should help
coordinators as needed.
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DAY 6
Overnight Sessions Only
Participant Checkout
Assist counselors to ensure checkout procedures are followed.
Wrap-Up Meeting
No specific duties. Help the coordinators as directed.
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Coordinators
Your responsibilities as a coordinator include training, teaching, inspiring, and
overseeing counselors and assistant coordinators; contacting and working with
various venue staff; and ensuring the logistical success of your session.
Additionally, coordinators work with the administrators, session-directing couple,
and office staff to oversee FSY sessions and participants.

Assistant Coordinator Care

Be a friend and a mentor to your assistant coordinators. Help look after their
spiritual, emotional, and physical needs.

SPIRITUAL
• Be sure the assistant coordinators have sufficient time for daily scripture
study.
• Teach them as you are prompted by the Spirit.
• Be an example.

EMOTIONAL
• Be aware of their needs through frequent communication. Ponder, plan,
and act to meet those needs.
• Support them in the various duties and responsibilities they oversee.
• Encourage them, offer advice and counsel, and express your appreciation
often.
• Counsel and correct them when expectations and objectives of the FSY
program are not being met. Do so with love.
• (Optional) Take time to write notes of encouragement and gratitude to the
assistant coordinators.

PHYSICAL
• Be aware of the health of the assistant coordinators.
• Make sure they eat well and get as much sleep as possible during FSY.
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Presession Preparation
LEAD ASSISTANT COORDINATOR TRAINING
Because most assistant coordinator teams cannot get together in person for presession training, you may choose to train your assistant coordinators via a conference call, video conference, or other means. As part of this training, you may want
to assign assistant coordinators to come prepared to discuss a conference talk, a
section of Preach My Gospel, or one of the duties of an assistant coordinator.
Where possible, you may also try to arrange for your assistant coordinator team
to arrive early to your session to hold additional in-person training.

FACILITATE STAFF COMMUNICATION
It is your responsibility to inform the assistant coordinators, health counselors,
and counselors about specific information regarding your session. This can be
done by email or text, but the messages should first be sent to your session-directing couple for authorization.
You will need to discuss with your partner which of you will be responsible for
emailing or texting information to your team. Remember that communication is the
key to your success. Most important, you need to email or text your team to verify
that the assistant coordinators, health counselors, and counselors will attend.

MEET WITH THE LOGISTICAL ADMINISTRATOR(S)
AND COMMITTEE
If you are responsible for session setup, you should arrive a day or two before
the session starts. This should give you adequate time to meet with the logistical administrator(s) and committee and prepare all other jobs for which you are
responsible. Discuss in detail the agenda and the various activities, as well as the
supplies and materials you will need to effectively run the session. Discuss alternate plans in case of weather.
Review participant check-in and checkout procedures, and go over housing
concerns if needed. As applicable, discuss housing rules and how keys will be
distributed and returned. Review rules and regulations established by the facility.
Obtain information about local grocery stores, hospitals, chapels, post offices,
and so on. Plan a tour and familiarize yourself with the surrounding area.
A logistical administrator should give you the materials you will need for the upcoming week (such as keys). Materials will vary depending on your location.
Make sure your logistical administrator(s) and your venue contact have your
contact information, and make sure you have their information. Be organized
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when working with your contact. Write down any questions or concerns prior to
the start of your session. If your contact needs additional information from you,
be sure to provide it in a timely manner. Remember, organization is key to your
success.
Facility Contact Regulations
Get to know your facility contact. Go out of your way to let him or her know
how grateful you are for his or her help. As a representative of FSY and the
Church, be professional, respectful, and flexible. Remember that you are a guest.
Generally, only coordinators should communicate with the facility contact. Make
sure the assistant coordinators are aware of this important rule. You will communicate problems involving housing, scheduling, audiovisual equipment, and so
forth to the facility contact. Make sure audiovisual support for the session-directing couple and teachers is arranged with the facility contact in advance. Communicate with your facility contact daily.
At the end of your session, meet with your contact to return any materials and
briefly evaluate the week. Take notes. This information will be beneficial if FSY
returns to the facility.
Take time to get to know other facility staff members who are helping run the
session, such as cafeteria, front desk, audiovisual, and housing staff. Take time to
express gratitude to all of them.

MAKE ASSISTANT COORDINATOR ASSIGNMENTS
Fill out the assistant coordinator assignment sheet. Make sure all assistant coordinators know and understand their duties.
Assistant Coordinator Assignment Sheet
Day 1
Assignment

Assistant coordinator name

Check-in and
checkout
Site office
Dance
instruction
Family home
evening
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Day 2
Assignment

Assistant coordinator name

Site office
Classes
Dance

Day 3
Assignment

Assistant coordinator name

Site office
Sharing
the Gospel
Activity
Banner
and cheer
preparation
Games Night
and Cheer-Off

Day 4
Assignment

Assistant coordinator name

Site office
Living Christ
Activity
Variety Show
Musical
Program
Testimony
meetings

Day 5
Assignment

Site office
For the
Strength of
Youth Activity
Service
activity
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Assignment

Assistant coordinator name

Slide show

Other Assignments
Assignment

Assistant coordinator name

Singer
supervisor
Meals
Scribe
Thank-you
notes
Dance DJ

OVERSEE SESSION SETUP
To make things easier for the rest of your staff who will arrive later, complete as
much of the following as you can:
Contact Your Session-Directing Couple
Make sure they are on the way and that you know their scheduled arrival time so
you can greet them.
Organize the Site Office
□ Set up the site office to accommodate the needs of your team.
□ Set up a table for your meetings with coordinators and assistant
coordinators.
□ Hang up your mailboxes for staff members, if desired.
□ Organize participant check-in materials and be sure you have everything
you will need.
□ Set up any remaining items before your team arrives.
Put Together Companies and Assistant Coordinator Groups
□ Assign counselor groups to companies according to age-group (14–15
and 16–18).
□ Assign a scripture and number to each company. Companies will use the
scriptures to help them create a company name.
□ List the number of youth in each company.
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□ Map out an area for company spots and assign each group a spot for the
week. Company spots are the areas in which each company will meet for
company activities.
□ Put together assistant coordinator groups.
□ Include all this information on one or two documents that will serve as a
reference throughout the week.
Compile Assistant Coordinator Folders
Include the following:
□ Participant list for each counselor
□ Day-one head-count sheets
□ Head-count sign-in sheet
□ Assistant coordinator assignment sheet
□ Company list with company counts
□ Company spot map
□ Supervising counselor group list with counselor room numbers (if
applicable)
Compile Session-Directing Couple Folder
Include the following:
□ List of companies
□ Company spot map
□ Assistant coordinator group list
□ Agenda for orientation
□ Orientation outline with names of all those to be introduced
□ Duty roster
□ Agendas for session-directing couple and teachers
□ Parking passes (if applicable)
Compile Coordinator Folder
Include the following:
□ Company list
□ Company spot map
□ Assistant coordinator group list
□ Detailed agenda listing scheduled rooms, audiovisual equipment, and so
on (this information is usually provided by the facility contact)
□ Outlines for conducting meetings, morningsides, and devotionals
□ Coordinator orientation outline
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Equipment and Supplies
It is your responsibility to take care of all equipment, supplies, and materials and
return them in good condition. Work with the logistical administrator(s) to verify
that all necessary supplies are in place before FSY begins.
Session Materials
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Sound equipment
Activity materials
Family home evening treats
Banner supplies
Games Night supplies
Musical Program folders (optional)
Service activity materials

Counselor Materials
□ Counselor shirts
□ Name tags
□ Staff handbooks
Participant Check-In Materials
□
□
□
□
□
□

Wristbands (as needed)
Lanyards (as needed)
ID cards
Handbooks
T-shirts
Other supplies, as needed

PREPARE FOR PREACH MY GOSPEL ACTIVITY
Coordinators will co-teach the classes on the morning of day three. Take time
to plan and prepare this lesson, which will come from Preach My Gospel. More
detailed instructions can be found in the daily agenda, day 3.
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Daily Agenda
DAY BEFORE FSY BEGINS
Counselor Orientation
Coordinators and assistant coordinators will conduct this training, generally held
the day before FSY begins. Prepare well for this meeting using the information in
the training section of the FSY Planning Guide.

Counselor Orientation Agenda
As counselors arrive, give them their name tags and staff handbooks.
1. Opening
Welcome
Opening hymn: 
Opening prayer: 
2. Introductions
• Introduce coordinators, assistant coordinators, health counselors,
session-directing couple.
• Invite counselors to introduce themselves.
3. Program Introduction
• Introduce the purpose of FSY.
• Introduce the FSY theme for the year.
4. Discuss Roles and Responsibilities
• Teach counselors about their roles and specific duties.
• Review the weekly schedule.
• Train on how to be effective teachers. Review specific teaching
opportunities:
• Morning gospel study
• Meet Your Counselor
• Family home evening games debriefing
• Reflect and Review
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5. Address Other Items
• How to enforce dress and appearance standards
• How to address other potential problems or concerns
6. Answer Counselors’ Questions
7. Closing prayer: 
Session-Directing Couple Devotional
The session-directing couple will address the staff on the evening before the session starts. Conduct the meeting and start on time. Make sure the room, including
audiovisual equipment, is set up at least 30 minutes beforehand.

Session-Directing Couple Devotional Agenda
1. Opening
Welcome
Opening hymn: 
Opening prayer: 
2. Introduce session-directing couple.
3. Turn the time over to the session-directing couple.
4. Closing
Closing hymn: 
Closing prayer: 
5. Give announcements.
• Location for breakfast
• Location for coordinator–assistant coordinator meetings
• Location for business meeting
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Meet with Your Session-Directing Couple
Following the session-directing couple devotional, meet with the session-directing
couple while the assistant coordinators are meeting with their counselor groups.
Give the session-directing couple the folder you made, and review the agenda and
any other questions any of you may have. If applicable, ask health counselors to
set up refreshments for co-counselor planning so you can focus on this meeting.
Co-counselor Planning
Although you are in charge of setting up for this meeting, you may delegate this
responsibility to another counselor if you need to continue meeting with your
session-directing couple. When finished, visit with the counselors. This is a good
time to build relationships with them and answer their questions. You may wish
to serve refreshments during or after this meeting.

DAY 1
Staff Shirt
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting
Meet with the assistant coordinators and go over any final preparations or assignments for the business meeting. You may invite the session-directing couple to
this meeting.

Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting Agenda
1. Opening prayer: 
2. Discussion items:
• Coordinate material distribution for check-in and business
meeting.
• Review check-in procedures.
• Discuss details of orientation practice.
• Discuss details for orientation.
• Discuss details and locations for Musical Program rehearsals and
Variety Show tryouts.
• Briefly review activities for this evening.
• Discuss details for Favorite Food Night.
• Review head count procedures.
• Discuss other items, as needed.
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3. Invite session-directing couple to share thoughts, if desired.
4. Closing prayer: 
Business Meeting
Conduct this meeting using the suggested agenda.

Business Meeting Agenda
1. Opening
Welcome
Opening hymn: 
Opening prayer: 
2. Introduce the assistant coordinators, and allow them each to give
details about the activities they are assigned to oversee.
3. Check-in briefing
• Remind counselors of their responsibilities during check-in.
• Review dress and appearance standards that participants are expected to follow.
• Give other training and suggestions, as needed.
4. Give other announcements, as needed.
5. Turn the time over to the session-directing couple to give a fiveminute message.
6. Closing
Closing hymn or FSY theme song: 
Closing prayer: 
Participant Check-In
Support the assistant coordinator responsible for participant check-in by offering
suggestions and help.
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At least one coordinator should be stationed at the solutions table to assist parents, participants, and priesthood leaders with questions or concerns. It is highly
preferable for both coordinators to sit at the solutions table to support each other.
This is beneficial when cases arise involving frustrated parents or participants.
You should have the housing binder with you at the solutions table to be prepared to offer solutions.
The following materials and supplies are also important to have at the
solutions table:
□
□
□
□
□
□

On-site registration forms
Blank participant ID cards
Pens
Permanent markers
Sticky notes
Cell phone

Some problems that may be encountered include:
Requests for changes to roommate assignments. You may help participants if
you feel they have made a reasonable request. Once the changes have been
made, inform your partner and the counselors affected by the change. It is very
important that everyone be aware of the changes so that participant information is correct.
Someone wants to be in the same counselor group as his or her friends. This
can be difficult to fix. Many times participants who come with multiple friends
think they are all linked together, but they are not. Only two people can be
linked together as roommates. The counselors from both groups involved must
be contacted. This change is not recommended unless necessary.
Always remember to keep the housing binder updated with changes that are
made. The site office will need to know all these changes so they know where
participants are housed. Have the assistant coordinator responsible for site office
duty on the afternoon of the first day contact all participants whose ID cards have
not been picked up and find out whether they will be attending. Make sure the
assistant coordinator makes changes to the housing binder as needed.
Processing On-Site Registrations:
□ Make sure the enrollment forms (provided by the area) are filled out
completely.
□ Check payment information (if applicable) and parental and photo release.
□ Make an ID card for the participant, and send him or her to the check-in
line.
□ Have a health counselor record the participant’s medical information in
the health counselor binder.
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Meet Your Company
During this time, go early to the auditorium to prepare for orientation. With the
session-directing couple, run through the whole program with the audiovisual
elements.
Orientation
Ensure that all aspects of orientation run smoothly.
As a coordinator, you are responsible for seeing that the logistics are in place.
Communicate with the session-directing couple and review the orientation agenda
to make sure they understand their role and when they need to be on stage.
Give yourself at least an hour and a half to arrange for audiovisual setup prior to
orientation. If you are working with audiovisual staff, give them an agenda and
review it in detail so they will know what orientation should be like. If you are
running the audiovisual equipment yourself, give yourself enough time to connect everything and make sure it works. Do a complete orientation run-through
as far ahead of time as possible. If something is not working, you will want as
much time as possible to correct it.
Assign assistant coordinators to direct counselor groups to orientation. Put other
assistant coordinators in charge of seating.
Orientation can be stressful, but remember to be flexible, have fun, and help the
youth get excited for a great week. Always have a plan for what to do if your
technology fails.
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Orientation Agenda
Young adult staff members should dance line dances as the participants
arrive (about ten minutes).
1. Introductions:
• Coordinators
• Assistant coordinators
• Health counselors
• Counselors
• Session-directing couple
2. Get to know the participants:
• Who traveled the farthest to get to FSY?
• Who traveled the shortest distance?
• Other questions (who has the largest family, who has the most
siblings here at FSY, etc.)
3. Show “Week in Preview” video.
4. Introduce general FSY rules:
• Dress and appearance standards
• Others
5. Session-directing couple introduce the Big Five.
6. Show promotional videos for the following activities, and introduce
the assistant coordinators in charge of them:
• Musical Program
• Variety Show
7. Allow the session-directing couple to share thoughts.
8. Closing prayer (name, hometown, company): 
9. Dismiss companies to go to dinner.
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Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting
Conduct this meeting. Quickly review the evening’s activities. Express your
appreciation to the assistant coordinators, and discuss any other issues if needed.
You should hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator every afternoon. Always
start these meetings on time, and keep them brief.

Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting Agenda
1. Opening prayer: 
2. Spiritual thought (if desired): 
3. Discuss assistant coordinator duties:
• Family home evening: location, singers, setup, games, refreshments, etc.
• Details for staff members who will be singing in morningsides, etc.
• Classes: location where counselors will check in
• Dance instruction and dance contest
• Other items, as needed
4. Take questions and comments from assistant coordinators.
5. Closing prayer: 
Dinner
Family Home Evening Lesson
Conduct this meeting. Arrive early and start on time. Sit on the stand with the
session-directing couple. Help the assistant coordinator in charge of family home
evening.
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Family Home Evening Lesson Agenda
Pianist (name, hometown, company): 
Chorister (name, hometown, company): 
1. Opening
Welcome
Invite participants to get out their scriptures, handbooks, and pens
and get ready to take notes.
Opening hymn: 
Page in handbook: 
Opening prayer (name, hometown, company): 
2. Announce closing prayer (name, hometown, company): 
3. Turn the time over to the session-directing couple.
4. Closing Prayer
5. Announcements:
• Invite companies to go to their company spots for family home
evening games.
• Give details about how treats will be distributed.
• Give other announcements, as needed.
Family Home Evening Activities and Debriefing
Observe the companies as they participate in the activities and debriefing. Lend
assistance as needed. This is an ideal time to build relationships with your counselors and the youth as you participate with them.
Be prepared with a backup plan in case of inclement weather. Be sure you can
get in touch with your facility contact if needed.
Goal Setting
Observe a counselor group, if desired.
Head Count
It is your responsibility to make sure all participants are accounted for after each
evening’s activities.
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Assistant coordinators are responsible for turning in their head counts to the
coordinator on call before going to a Reflect and Review. If head count is not
received in a timely manner, contact the assistant coordinator and find out if
there is anything you can do to help. Remind the assistant coordinator that head
counts should be turned in as soon as possible.
Reflect and Review
Observe a Reflect and Review if desired.
Lights Out
Encourage the assistant coordinators to enforce lights out by speaking with the
counselors instead of directly to the youth. Be available to give assistance to
assistant coordinators or counselors as needed.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
Pray together as a team.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
Conduct this meeting. All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s
activities, and clean up and lock the building before returning home. Assistant
coordinators should help as needed.

DAY 2
Staff Shirt
Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
If time permits, attend some of these meetings throughout the week. If possible,
meet with the assistant coordinator after the meeting and share positive feedback
as well as ways to improve.
Breakfast
Gospel Study
Attend gospel study with a company, if desired. Be sure to have good personal
gospel study daily. You must be spiritually fed before you can feed others.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive 45 minutes early. Ensure setup is complete. Conduct or ask an assistant
coordinator to conduct. Sit on the stand with the session-directing couple.
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Session-Directing Couple Morningside Agenda
Pianist (name, hometown, company): 
Chorister (name, hometown, company): 
1. Opening
• Welcome
• Invite participants to get out their scriptures, handbooks, and
pens and get ready to take notes.
• Announce check-in location for counselors on morning class duty.
• Opening hymn: 
Page in handbook: 
• Opening prayer (name, hometown, company): 
2. Turn the time over to the session-directing couple.
3. Closing prayer (name, hometown, company): 
4. Announcements:
• Musical Program rehearsal
• Variety Show tryouts
• Other announcements
Classes
Supervise the classes to make sure things are running smoothly. Communicate
with the assistant coordinator in charge of class duty to ensure that the teachers
have everything they need. Be sure you are available to answer questions or help
find solutions as needed. Remember that you are the only one who should communicate with facility staff regarding classroom problems or audiovisual needs.
If a teacher does not show up or is late, the assistant coordinator in charge will
contact you. Confer with the session-directing couple or your Area Seventy to
determine what to do. Do not cancel the class unless instructed to do so.
Attend as many classes as you are able. Make sure you are continually fed
spiritually.
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Lunch and Musical Program Rehearsals
Even though you are busy, do not skip meals. Remember, you serve the youth
best if you care for your personal well-being.
Communicate with the cafeteria staff as needed to make sure FSY is doing things
the way they would like. Communicate with the assistant coordinator in charge
of lunch duty as needed.
Assistant Coordinator–Counselor Meeting
If time permits, attend some of these meetings throughout the week. If possible,
meet with the assistant coordinator after the meeting and share positive feedback
as well as ways to improve.

Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting Agenda
1. Opening prayer: 
2. Spiritual thought (if desired): 
3. Discuss dance duties:
• Dance, dance contest
• Dance DJ
4. Discuss Games Night meeting location and duties:
• Game leaders
• Cheer-Off judges
• Greeters
• Timekeeper
5. Discuss other day-three activity assignments.
6. Discuss other items, as needed.
7. Closing prayer: 
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Variety Show Tryouts
As needed, oversee the assistant coordinator in charge of the Variety Show.
Only coordinators should communicate with the audiovisual staff concerning
problems that may arise in dress rehearsals or the actual show.
Dinner
Dance
Supervise all aspects of the dance, especially lighting and music volume. Call a
few counselor dances, during which counselors may dance with one another.
Dance along with the youth and have fun.
Head Count
It is your responsibility to make sure all participants are accounted for after each
evening’s activities.
Assistant coordinators are responsible for turning in their head counts to the
coordinator on call before going to a Reflect and Review. If head count is not
received in a timely manner, contact the assistant coordinator and find out if
there is anything you can do to help. Remind the assistant coordinator that head
counts should be turned in as soon as possible.
Reflect and Review
Observe a Reflect and Review if desired.
Lights Out
Encourage the assistant coordinators to enforce lights out by speaking with the
counselors instead of directly to the youth. Be available to give assistance to
assistant coordinators or counselors as needed.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
Pray together as a team.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
Conduct this meeting. All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s
activities, and clean up and lock the building before returning home. Assistant
coordinators should help as needed.

DAY 3
Staff Shirt
Breakfast
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Gospel Study
Attend gospel study with a company, if desired. Be sure to have good personal
gospel study daily. You must be spiritually fed before you can feed others.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive 45 minutes early. Ensure setup is complete. Conduct or ask an assistant
coordinator to conduct. Sit on the stand with the session-directing couple.

Session-Directing Couple Morningside Agenda
Pianist (name, hometown, company): 
Chorister (name, hometown, company): 
1. Opening
• Welcome
• Invite participants to get out their scriptures, handbooks, and
pens and get ready to take notes.
• Announce check-in location for counselors on morning class duty.
• Opening hymn: 
Page in handbook: 
• Opening prayer (name, hometown, company): 
2. Turn the time over to the session-directing couple.
3. Closing prayer (name, hometown, company): 
4. Announcements:
• Musical Program rehearsal
• Variety Show tryouts
• Participants should wear their participant T-shirts to Games Night.
• Other announcements
Preach My Gospel Activity
Coordinators will co-teach the classes that the youth will rotate through. The
topic should be a chapter of your choice from Preach My Gospel. Be sure to
coordinate your topic with the session-directing couple, because they will also be
teaching a chapter from Preach My Gospel. Each class period will be 50 minutes;
you will teach the same lesson both times.
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Purpose
By focusing on lessons and instruction found in Preach My Gospel, the youth
will be better prepared to share the gospel with their families, friends, quorums,
and classes and in later full-time missionary service to the Lord.
Objectives
• Help the youth become familiar with principles and instructions found in
Preach My Gospel.
• Help the youth better understand how the Holy Ghost works in their lives.
• Help the youth understand how to discuss the gospel with their friends and
families.
• Help the youth prepare and teach a 15-minute lesson.
Schedule
This activity should not require extra facilities beyond those used on day two.
Following the day-three morningside, the companies (who should have already
been divided into age-groups and given assigned schedules) will separate. One
entire age-group will stay in the room where the morningside was held, while
the other age-group will move into two rooms used for classes on day two.
The age-group staying in the morningside room will be taught a lesson by
the session-directing couple. They will teach from a lesson of their choice in
Preach My Gospel.
The other age-group, divided into two rooms, will be taught a lesson by the
coordinators, with one coordinator in each room. Coordinators should choose
a chapter from Preach My Gospel to teach, ensuring that they teach a different
chapter from the session-directing couple.
Each lesson will be 50 minutes in length. At the end of the first 50 minutes, the
age-groups will rotate. The age-group that was taught by the session-directing
couple will move into the two rooms where they will be taught by the coordinators, and the age-group that was taught by the coordinators will move into
the morningside room to be taught by the session-directing couple.
Following this second 50-minute period, the youth will be excused for lunch.
Lunch
Sharing the Gospel Activity
This activity will be conducted by the assigned assistant coordinator.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting
Conduct this meeting.
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Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting Agenda
1. Opening prayer: 
2. Spiritual thought (if desired): 
3. Discuss Games Night meeting location and duties:
• Game leaders
• Cheer-Off judges
• Greeters
• Timekeeper
4. Discuss Favorite Food Night duties.
5. Discuss other day-three activity assignments.
6. Discuss day-four activity duties:
• Living Christ Activity
• Variety Show
• Musical Program
• Testimony meetings
7. Discuss other items, as needed.
8. Closing prayer: 
Free Time
Dinner
Banner and Cheer Preparation
When meeting with your facility contact, find out where participants can fill
water cups for painting. Also ask about trash cans or dumpsters to dispose of
materials properly.
Supervise and help the assistant coordinator assigned to oversee this activity.
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Games Night and Cheer-Off
Supervise and help the assistant coordinator responsible for Games Night. Help
make sure everything is prepared well before this evening. Ensure that water will
be provided during games.
Be prepared with a backup plan in case of inclement weather. Make sure you
can get in touch with your facility contact if needed.
Be at the Cheer-Off station to watch (and most likely judge) the cheers. Have fun!
Make sure at least one coordinator is available at all times during Games Night.
Favorite Food Night
Supervise and help the assistant coordinator responsible for Favorite Food Night.
Make sure everything remains safe and under control at all times.
Head Count
It is your responsibility to make sure all participants are accounted for after each
evening’s activities.
Assistant coordinators are responsible for turning in their head counts to the
coordinator on call before going to a Reflect and Review. If head count is not received in a timely manner, contact the assistant coordinator and find out if there
is anything you can do to help. Remind the assistant coordinator that head counts
should be turned in as soon as possible.
Reflect and Review
Observe a Reflect and Review if desired.
Lights Out
Encourage the assistant coordinators to enforce lights out by speaking with the
counselors instead of directly to the youth. Be available to give assistance to
assistant coordinators or counselors as needed.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
Pray together as a team.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
Conduct this meeting. All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s
activities, and clean up and lock the building before returning home. Assistant
coordinators should help as needed.
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DAY 4
Sunday Dress
Breakfast
Gospel Study
Attend gospel study with a company, if desired. Be sure to have good personal
gospel study daily. You must be spiritually fed before you can feed others.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive 45 minutes early. Ensure setup is complete. Conduct or ask an assistant
coordinator to conduct. Sit on the stand with the session-directing couple.

Session-Directing Couple Morningside Agenda
This devotional will be held twice—first for the young men and then for
the young women.
Pianist (name, hometown, company): 
Chorister (name, hometown, company): 
1. Opening
Welcome
Opening hymn: 
Opening prayer: (name, hometown, company): 
2. Young women only: recite the Young Women theme (if desired).
3. Sing the FSY medley.
4. Turn the time over to the session-directing couple.
5. Closing
Closing hymn: 
Closing prayer: (name, hometown, company): 
6. Give announcements:
• Variety Show dress rehearsal time and location
• Musical Program dress rehearsal time and location
• Other announcements
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The Living Christ Activity
Offer help to the assistant coordinators in charge as needed. Give them the
assigned room numbers for the breakout groups well in advance so they can
make necessary preparations.
At least one coordinator should be available to offer solutions to any problems
that arise.
Lunch
Variety Show
Make sure at least one coordinator attends the Variety Show to help and answer
questions as needed.
Free Time, Devotional Preparation, Musical Program Rehearsal
Support the assistant coordinator responsible for the Musical Program. Be
available to answer questions and give assistance as requested. Remember that
only coordinators should communicate with audiovisual staff or building staff
concerning problems that may arise during practice or dress rehearsal (such as
locked rooms or missing audiovisual staff).
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting
Conduct this meeting.

Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting Agenda
1. Opening prayer: 
2. Spiritual thought (if desired): 
3. Discuss day-four evening activity duties:
• Musical Program
• Session-directing couple devotional
• Testimony meetings
4. Discuss day-five activity duties:
• For the Strength of Youth Activity
• Service activity
• Slide show
• Taking It Home
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5. Discuss checkout procedures for day six.
6. Discuss other items, as needed.
7. Closing prayer: 
Invitation to Reverence and Testimony Tips
Attend this activity with a company if desired.
Musical Program, Devotional
Be at the auditorium one hour before the Musical Program and devotional to review audiovisual needs. Do a run-through of the video and FSY medley to make
sure everything will transition as planned. If the session-directing couple has
audiovisual needs, do a run-through of their materials as well.
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Ask a participant to provide prelude and postlude music. Conduct the meeting.
Sit on the stand with the session-directing couple during the devotional. After the
devotional, you may choose to show one of the theme videos from youth.lds.org.
After the closing prayer, excuse the participants for testimony meetings by companies. Tell them their room assignments and indicate which counselor should
conduct each meeting.

Musical Program and Devotional Agenda
1. Opening
1.	 Prelude and postlude music (name, hometown, company): 
2.	 Welcome
3.	 Opening prayer (name, hometown, company): 
2. Announce the events of the entire evening so that you do not need
to give any more instructions until it’s time to dismiss for testimony
meetings.
1.	 Musical Program
2.	 Session-directing couple devotional
3.	 Theme video (if desired)
4.	 Sing the FSY medley
5.	 Closing prayer (name, hometown, company): 
3. Begin the Musical Program.
4. After the closing prayer, dismiss companies to go to testimony
meetings.
• Ask the participants to be reverent as they walk to their testimony
meeting rooms.
• Remind counselors to end testimony meetings on time.
• Announce the locations for each testimony meeting and the name
of the counselor who is conducting each meeting.
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Testimony Meetings
Supervise the assistant coordinator in charge of testimony meeting assignments.
Make sure you communicate the room numbers for the meetings in advance so
they have ample time to prepare.
During testimony meetings, find one testimony meeting to attend. Do not move
from room to room.
Head Count
It is your responsibility to make sure all participants are accounted for after each
evening’s activities.
Assistant coordinators are responsible for turning in their head counts to the
coordinator on call before going to a Reflect and Review. If head count is not received in a timely manner, contact the assistant coordinator and find out if there
is anything you can do to help. Remind the assistant coordinator that head counts
should be turned in as soon as possible.
Reflect and Review
Observe a Reflect and Review if desired.
Lights Out
Encourage the assistant coordinators to enforce lights out by speaking with the
counselors instead of directly to the youth. Be available to give assistance to
assistant coordinators or counselors as needed.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
Pray together as a team.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
Conduct this meeting. All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s
activities, and clean up and lock the building before returning home. Assistant
coordinators should help as needed.

DAY 5
Staff Shirt
Breakfast
Gospel Study
Attend gospel study with a company, if desired. Be sure to have good personal
gospel study daily. You must be spiritually fed before you can feed others.
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Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive 45 minutes early. Ensure setup is complete. Conduct or ask an assistant
coordinator to conduct. Sit on the stand with the session-directing couple.

Session-Directing Couple Morningside Agenda
Pianist (name, hometown, company): 
Chorister (name, hometown, company): 
1. Opening
• Welcome
• Invite participants to get out their scriptures, handbooks, and
pens and get ready to take notes.
• Announce check-in location for counselors on morning class duty.
• Opening hymn: 
Page in handbook: 
• Opening prayer (name, hometown, company): 
2. Turn the time over to the session-directing couple.
3. Closing prayer (name, hometown, company): 
4. Announcements:
• Give the location for the For the Strength of Youth Activity.
• Explain procedures for the For the Strength of Youth Activity.
• Give other announcements, as needed.
For the Strength of Youth Activity
An assigned assistant coordinator will be in charge of this activity.
Lunch
Service Activity
Review service activity instructions with the assistant coordinators responsible
for this activity to ensure you all have a clear understanding of the objectives.
Observe overall effectiveness of the activity, and offer help where needed.
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Dinner, Free Time
Evaluation Meeting
During lunch or at another time during the day, meet with the session-directing
couple to discuss what went well at the conference and what might be improved.
Topics to discuss include facilities, meals, staff members, activities, trainings,
procedures, session highlights, problems, and so forth. Please take notes during
this meeting.
Dance
Supervise all aspects of the dance, especially lighting and music volume. Call a
few counselor dances, during which counselors may dance with one another.
Dance along with the youth and have fun.
Slide Show
At the end of the dance, help calm the youth. Tell them to find their counselors
so they can sit with their companies during the slide show and Taking It Home.
Taking It Home
The session-directing couple will conduct this activity after the slide show. As
needed, give announcements after they finish their message.
Head Count
It is your responsibility to make sure all participants are accounted for after each
evening’s activities.
Assistant coordinators are responsible for turning in their head counts to the
coordinator on call before going to a Reflect and Review. If head count is not
received in a timely manner, contact the assistant coordinator and find out if there
is anything you can do to help. Remind the assistant coordinator that head counts
should be turned in as soon as possible.
Reflect and Review
Observe a company Reflect and Review if desired.
Lights Out
Encourage the assistant coordinators to enforce lights out by speaking with the
counselors instead of directly to the youth. Be available to give assistance to
assistant coordinators or counselors as needed.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Prayer Meeting
Pray together as a team.
Wrap-Up Meeting (Stay-at-Home Sessions Only)
Conduct this meeting. All staff will meet together, talk about the following day’s
activities, and clean up and lock the building before returning home. Assistant
coordinators should help as needed.
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DAY 6
Overnight Sessions Only
Participant Checkout
Assist counselors in following checkout procedures. Be sure to check yourself
out on time, also following checkout procedures.
Wrap-Up Meeting
Conduct this meeting. It should last only about 30 minutes. Following the meeting, return any reports to the Area Seventy.

Wrap-Up Meeting Agenda
1. Opening prayer: 
2. Coordinator observations
• Share positive feedback for staff members.
• Express appreciation to staff members.
• Invite assistant coordinators and counselors to share positive
feedback.
3. Session-directing couple observations
• Invite session-directing couple to share closing remarks.
4. Logistical administrator observations
• Invite logistical administrator(s) to share closing remarks.
5. Closing prayer: 

Other Duties
ON-CALL DUTY
One coordinator will be on call every night. If you are on call, you are responsible for keeping your phone on all night in case of any emergencies. You will be
the one that assistant coordinators, health counselors, and the session-directing
couple contact if problems arise. Make sure the volume on your phone is loud
enough for you to hear the call.
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Be sure the assistant coordinators, health counselors, and session-directing couple
know who is on call and have the correct cell phone number.
The coordinator on call for the night should receive the head-count report from
the assistant coordinators, while the coordinator not on call may attend a Reflect
and Review. The next morning, the on-call coordinator should report to the other
coordinator on any issues or problems from the night before.

SESSION HISTORY
It is your responsibility to compose a history of your session to provide important
information for future reference. Communicate with your partner to decide how
the history will be completed.
It is recommended that your session history be completed at the end of the session. It should include information about:
• What did and did not work well at your session.
• Facilities, including residence halls, cafeteria, food, auditorium, classrooms,
and so on. Please be very detailed and specific.
• Facility staff.
• Suggestions or helpful hints for future coordinators.
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Coordinators’ Sample
Schedule
Presession

Coordinators A and B
□ Go over items to discuss with your facility contact: audiovisual issues, food,
materials, agenda details, and so on. Have everything ready to go.
□ Meet with your facility contact.
□ Contact the session-directing couple.
□ Go over the training agenda with the assistant coordinators. Plan and organize accordingly.
□ Set up the site office.
□ Put together companies and assistant coordinator groups.
□ Map out company spots.
□ Put together folders for the session-directing couple, coordinators, assistant
coordinators, and health counselors.
□ Prepare for counselor training.
□ Conduct counselor training.
□ Greet counselors before the devotional.
□ Check the devotional room.
□ Meet with the session-directing couple.
□ Find a pianist, a music leader, and people to pray during the presession
devotional.
□ Conduct the devotional. Hand out roll call.
□ Set up co-counselor planning, and post a list of companies and company
spots.
□ Clean up afterward.
□ Meet with your partner to coordinate responsibilities and make plans.

Day 1

Coordinator A
□ Look over the coordinator–assistant coordinator meeting agenda.
□ Conduct the coordinator–assistant coordinator morning meeting.
□ Distribute materials.
□ Set up participant check-in.
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□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Remain at the check-in solutions table.
Oversee late check-ins and other check-in issues.
Set up orientation.
Meet with the session-directing couple before family home evening.
Inform the session-directing couple of the agenda for day two.
Take the head count.
Have scripture study and journal time.
Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
Hold a brief coordinator meeting.
Be on call all night.

Coordinator B
□ Look over the business meeting agenda.
□ Conduct the business meeting.
□ Oversee orientation rehearsals.
□ Assign assistant coordinators to help with orientation.
□ Be at the check-in solutions table.
□ Assist with late check-in and problems.
□ Set up orientation.
□ Look over the agenda for the coordinator–assistant coordinator meeting.
□ Conduct the coordinator–assistant coordinator afternoon meeting.
□ Set up family home evening activities.
□ Find out whether the session-directing couple has contacted teachers.
□ Attend a Reflect and Review discussion.
□ Have scripture study and journal time.
□ Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
□ Hold a brief coordinator meeting.

Day 2

Coordinator A
□ Give overnight report to coordinator B.
□ Look over the coordinator–assistant coordinator meeting agenda.
□ Check on the solutions table.
□ Supervise lunch.
□ Supervise afternoon classes.
□ Conduct the coordinator–assistant coordinator meeting.
□ Inform the session-directing couple of the agenda for day three.
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□
□
□
□

Supervise the dance.
Clean up after the dance.
Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
Hold a brief coordinator meeting.

Coordinator B
□ Receive overnight report from coordinator A.
□ Attend a company gospel study.
□ Check on the room for the session-directing couple morningside.
□ Look over the morningside agenda.
□ Conduct the morningside.
□ Supervise morning classes.
□ Eat lunch.
□ Check on the room for the dance.
□ Supervise the dance.
□ Take head count.
□ Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
□ Hold a brief coordinator meeting.
□ Be on call all night.

Day 3

Coordinator A
□ Receive overnight report from coordinator B.
□ Attend a company gospel study.
□ Check on the room for the session-directing couple morningside.
□ Look over the morningside agenda.
□ Conduct the morningside.
□ Teach during the Preach My Gospel Activity.
□ Eat lunch.
□ Prepare for Games Night.
□ Help judge the banner and cheer contest.
□ Supervise games.
□ Supervise Favorite Food Night.
□ Take head count.
□ Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
□ Hold a brief coordinator meeting.
□ Be on call all night.
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Coordinator B
□ Give overnight report to coordinator A.
□ Teach during the Preach My Gospel Activity.
□ Supervise lunch.
□ Look over the coordinator–assistant coordinator meeting agenda.
□ Check on the solutions table.
□ Conduct the coordinator–assistant coordinator meeting.
□ Inform the session-directing couple of the agenda for day four.
□ Get ready for Games Night.
□ Help judge the banner and cheer contest.
□ Supervise games.
□ Supervise Favorite Food Night.
□ Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
□ Hold a brief coordinator meeting.

Day 4

Coordinator A
□ Give overnight report to coordinator B.
□ Check on the rooms for the Living Christ Activity.
□ Attend company gospel study.
□ Supervise the Living Christ Activity.
□ Assist with Variety Show preparation.
□ Eat lunch.
□ Attend a testimony meeting.
□ Take head count.
□ Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
□ Hold a brief coordinator meeting.
Coordinator B
□ Receive overnight report from coordinator A.
□ Supervise lunch.
□ Look over the coordinator–assistant coordinator meeting agenda.
□ Conduct the coordinator–assistant coordinator meeting.
□ Inform the session-directing couple of the agenda for day five.
□ Check on the room for the devotional.
□ Look over the devotional agenda.
□ Conduct the devotional.
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□
□
□
□

Attend a testimony meeting.
Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
Hold a brief coordinator meeting.
Be on call all night.

Day 5

Coordinator A
□ Receive overnight report from coordinator B.
□ Eat lunch.
□ Check on the room for the service activity.
□ Supervise the service activity.
□ Look over the evaluation meeting agenda.
□ Conduct the evaluation meeting.
□ Supervise the dance.
□ Look over the Taking It Home agenda.
□ Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
□ Be on call all night.
Coordinator B
□ Give report to coordinator A.
□ Attend company gospel study.
□ Check on the room for the session-directing couple morningside.
□ Conduct the session-directing couple morningside.
□ Attend evaluation meeting.
□ Supervise For the Strength of Youth Activity.
□ Supervise lunch.
□ Supervise the dance.
□ Contact the logistical administrator to give feedback about the conference.
□ Take head count.
□ Hold a coordinator–assistant coordinator prayer meeting.
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Day 6

Coordinator A
□ Conduct the wrap-up meeting.
Coordinator B
□ Collect damage reports, keys, and so on.
□ Make sure all counselor and assistant coordinator evaluations are complete
and have been submitted to the Area Seventy (if requested).
□ Handle lost and found materials.
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Session-Directing Couple
Roles and Responsibilities
Help carry out the program objectives, which are to:
• Provide a well-balanced program.
• Provide exceptional counselors and teachers.
• Help the youth draw strength from each other.
• Facilitate communication with teachers.
• Support counselors in their duties.
In addition, you should also:
• Work closely with the coordinators.
• Spend time with the youth.
• Help everyone get involved.
• Contact the Area Seventy as needed.
• Present morningsides, devotionals, and other lessons.

Presession Preparation

PREPARE FOR TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS
You can find your teaching assignments in the participant handbook under each
corresponding meeting and a teaching assignment table at the end of this section.
You should also develop a plan for how to teach the theme throughout the week.
Decide which songs from the music on youth.lds.org you would like to use in
your teaching opportunities. Contact the coordinators if you would like a musical
number for the presession devotional. If you would like staff members to sing
musical numbers at morningsides or devotionals, tell the coordinators which
songs you would like to be sung and at which meetings.
During every teaching opportunity, encourage the youth to “take the message
home” by writing down their thoughts and feelings in their handbooks and committing to do something or share something with others.

CONTACT TEACHERS
Tell teachers the dates, times, and locations of their classes. Make sure they are
aware of their travel plans (if applicable). Answer any questions, and tell them of
any special requests or circumstances for the week.
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Daily Agenda

DAY BEFORE FSY
Session-Directing Couple Devotional

Teach a devotional specifically for the enrichment and edification of the counselors to help them in their roles in the coming week and in their lives outside FSY.
You will have approximately 50 minutes. Refrain from focusing on dating. The
counselors are looking to be spiritually uplifted and edified.
Meet Your Coordinators
After the devotional the counselors will be excused to meet with their assistant
coordinators. This is a great time to meet with the coordinators and ask any questions you may have about the session.
Co-counselor Planning
This activity is optional. It is a casual setting to talk to counselors and staff after
the devotional. You may wish to talk to the coordinators or the assistant coordinator in charge of musical numbers during this time.

DAY 1
Staff Shirt
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting
The coordinators and assistant coordinators will meet to discuss items for the
business meeting. You are welcome to attend, but it is not required.
Business Meeting
Be prepared to share a five-minute message of encouragement or goals for the
counselors.
Participant Check-In
Be at check-in to greet participants and their parents as they arrive. This is a
great opportunity to informally meet participants and reassure parents who are
hesitant about their youth being away from home, perhaps for the first time. Help
with more delicate situations, specifically with dress and appearance questions.
Orientation
The purpose of this meeting is to help the youth get excited about the coming
week and meet the staff. It is a time to begin building unity.
You will conduct this meeting using the orientation agenda (given to you by the
coordinators). Come to this meeting 30 minutes early to discuss the agenda and
timing of each item with the coordinators.
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Family Home Evening Lesson
You will have about 50 minutes for this lesson. You should focus on the current
year’s youth theme. You might consider showing a theme introduction video
(found at youth.lds.org).
Family Home Evening Activities and Debriefing
Meet the youth and participate with them.
Goal Setting
Attend a counselor goal-setting lesson.
Reflect and Review
Attend a Reflect and Review discussion with one of the counselor groups. While
you are always welcome to participate, remember that this is a time for the youth,
led by their counselor, to discuss their experiences that day. The counselors will
appreciate your positive feedback.

DAY 2
Staff Shirt
Session-Directing Couple and Teacher Meeting (Morning)
This short meeting is held before the morningside. The objective is to get to
know the teachers briefly and to discuss with them the venue, their classrooms,
and where lunch will be served.
Give the teachers name tags (if applicable) and answer any questions. Invite
them to attend the morningside and to stop by the dance that evening if they
would like.
After discussing the above items, share a brief spiritual thought and have a
prayer. Arrange a place for another meeting with the teachers in the afternoon.
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
Arrive early. You may ask counselors to sing special musical numbers from the
hymnbook, Children’s Songbook, or music found on youth.lds.org. Remember
that each day’s schedule is planned out and that it is critical to stay on schedule.
Please watch the time carefully and end on time. You will teach a 50-minute
morningside each day. Topics for each morningside are your choice, and they
should relate to the current year’s youth theme.
Session-Directing Couple and Teacher Meeting (Afternoon)
This short meeting should take place following the last class in the afternoon.
All teachers from your session should attend. You will conduct the meeting and
discuss how classes went, invite the teachers to share insights and teaching experiences from the day, and give feedback.
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It will be beneficial if you share insights and ideas to improve teaching. The goal
is for new and returning teachers to benefit from this sharing experience in order
to improve. Here are a few questions to generate discussion:
• What worked really well?
• What do you think you can improve on?
• How were you able to get the youth to answer questions and share their
feelings?
• Did you have problems with crowd control? How did you manage them?
This is a good time to talk one-on-one with the teachers you observed and give
specific feedback and counsel.
Dance
No specific duties. You and your spouse should dance along with the youth and
have fun. The assistant coordinator in charge of the dance contest may also ask
you to be a judge.

DAY 3
Staff Shirt
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
The morningside should last 50 minutes, and the topic is your choice. Your topic
should relate to the current year’s youth theme.
Preach My Gospel Activity
After the morningside the youth will be divided into two age-groups. One group
will attend a class taught by the coordinators while you teach the other group.
The topic for your class is a chapter of your choice from Preach My Gospel. You
will teach this lesson twice to give each age-group the opportunity to participate
with you.
Sharing the Gospel Activity
After lunch the assistant coordinators will lead the youth in this activity. Participants will have an opportunity to study, prepare, and teach a lesson from chapter
3 in Preach My Gospel. Your attendance and support would be appreciated,
although you have no formal assignment.
Coordinator–Assistant Coordinator Meeting
This meeting is not mandatory. The coordinators will conduct, but they may ask
you to share a thought or some feedback. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss Games Night, Favorite Food Night, and the morning activities of day four.
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Games and Cheer-Off
Observe and help where needed. You will most likely be judging banners and
cheers.
Favorite Food Night
Participate in Favorite Food Night with one of the counselor groups if desired. No
specific responsibilities.

DAY 4
Sunday Dress
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
You will teach the young men during the first rotation and the young women
during the second. You may wish to have a male counselor and male participant
and a female counselor and female participant share an experience in which
they made a sacrifice to serve God. When the groups are not with you, they will
participate in the Living Christ Activity.
Variety Show
No specific responsibilities. If you are interested in being involved in this event,
speak with the assistant coordinator in charge of the Variety Show.
Musical Program and Devotional
You will give your devotional immediately following the Musical Program.
Because the Musical Program will make heavy use of music and video, you
may want to consider carefully how much audiovisual material you use in your
devotional message.
Testimony Meetings
Attend a testimony meeting. Select a group to stay with; do not move from room
to room.

DAY 5
Staff Shirt
Session-Directing Couple Morningside
The morningside should last 50 minutes, and the topic is your choice. Your topic
should relate to the current year’s youth theme.
Lunch, Evaluation Meeting
Meet with the coordinators during this time for the session evaluation meeting.
They will have an agenda for this meeting and will ask questions to elicit constructive feedback and observations.
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Service Activity
You will introduce the service activity. The Area Seventy, logistical
administrator(s), and session-directing couple decide on the service project(s).
Some ideas follow.
Missionary Activities
A missionary service activity is included in the participant handbook. Participants
could write their own talking points; build missionary kits with pass-along cards,
Articles of Faith cards, Church videos, and copies of the Book of Mormon; or
write their testimony in a copy of the Book of Mormon.
Temple and Family History Activities
Participants could conduct family history research or indexing, perform baptisms
for the dead if a temple is close and available, or write personal histories.
Slide Show
After the dance the coordinators will seat the youth in companies in preparation
for the slide show and Taking It Home.
Taking It Home
You will conduct this meeting immediately after the slide show. The purpose of
this meeting is to encourage the youth to apply in their lives what they learned at
FSY so they can retain the Holy Ghost’s companionship and strengthen themselves,
their families, friends, wards or branches, stakes or districts, schools, and communities. Help them recognize how activities at FSY are similar to activities at home.
Begin by asking companies to report on their success in keeping company commitments throughout the week. (It will help to ask the assistant coordinators and
coordinators for a list of possible companies to call upon, although you may not
have time to use them all.) One person from each of those companies reports on
company goals and achievements during the week. (The companies should have
prepared these thoughts after gospel study earlier that morning.)
Refer to the participant handbook, day five, for Taking It Home application. You
may also ask specific participants to share special experiences they have had
during the week.
End the program by having the entire session sing the FSY medley together.
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Taking It Home Agenda
1. Musical number (if desired)
2. Invite assigned companies to report on their success in keeping
company commitments. They should share what their commitments
were, what positive outcomes resulted as they kept their commitments, and how they can apply what they learned when they
return home.
3. Invite participants to fill out the Taking It Home questions in their
participant handbooks.
4. Invite participants to share ideas on how they will apply at home
what they learned at FSY.
5. Share a message encouraging the youth to take home the lessons
they learned and to strive to keep the companionship of the Holy
Ghost.
6. Invite all participants and staff to sing the FSY medley together.
7. Closing prayer (name, hometown, company): 

DAY 6
Overnight Programs Only
Participant Checkout
No specific responsibilities.
Wrap-Up Meeting
At this meeting you will be invited to share observations and closing remarks.
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Other Duties

WORKING WITH COUNSELORS AND ASSISTANT
COORDINATORS
•
•
•
•

Attend Reflect and Review discussions.
Take time to build meaningful relationships with the counselors.
Help the counselors with those youth who need a little extra attention.
Attend coordinator–assistant coordinator meetings to offer suggestions or
feedback.
• As desired, write thank-you notes to the counselors throughout the week.

WORKING WITH THE TEACHERS
• Contact teachers a week before the session to answer any questions.
• Be aware of any special needs teachers might have.
• Be ready to help. Unforeseen problems always arise. You can help solve
them.
• Attend classes.

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS
• Some couples like to stay together as much as possible. Other couples like to
split up to cover more activities. Either method is fine.
• Be flexible.
• Sit on the stand together, and share speaking assignments equally as a
couple.
• Eat meals with the youth and counselors.
• Visit the housing areas and check on the youth.
• Participate in the activities. The more involved you are, the better. Take these
opportunities to get to know the youth and the counselors.
• Mingle with the youth during family home evening activities. Cheer them on!
• Talk with those sitting on the side at dances.
• Help out wherever needed at the service activity.
• Remember that whatever your talents are, you will never regret getting out of
your comfort zone. Be creative. Get involved. Most important, have fun!
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TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS—Below is a chronological overview of
session-directing couple teaching assignments
DAY

TIME

ASSIGNMENT

Presession

7:00–8:00
p.m.

Day 1

DESCRIPTION

TOPIC

Presession
devotional

The devotional should last about one hour.
This is a time for you to inspire the counselors
about the week, encourage them, and feed
them spiritually.

Your choice

8:30–9:15
a.m.

Business
meeting

You will have five minutes to share a motivational message or goals with the counselors
during the meeting.

Your choice

3:30–4:30
p.m.

Orientation

You or the coordinators will conduct this
activity.

(See coordinator
section of staff handbook for agenda)

6:00–6:50
p.m.

Family home
evening
lesson

This message should be 50 minutes in length.
The participants will be doing other activities
after your message.

Your choice (related
to current youth
theme)

Day 2

9:30–10:20 Morningside
a.m.

This morningside should be 50 minutes long. Your choice (related
Counselors may sing songs or hymns as part of to current youth
the message.
theme)

Day 3

9:30–10:20 Morningside
a.m.

This morningside should be 50 minutes long. Your choice (related
Counselors may sing songs or hymns as part of to current youth
the message.
theme)

10:30
Preach
a.m.–12:20 My Gospel
p.m.
Activity

This class should be taught by the spouse who
did not teach the morningside lesson.

Preach My Gospel
chapter of your
choice

9:30
Morningside
a.m.–12:15
p.m.

You will present two 50-minute messages—
one to the young men and the other to the
young women.

Your choice (related
to current youth
theme)

7:10–8:00
p.m.

Following the Musical Program, you will
Your choice (related
present a devotional that will last 50 minutes. to current youth
Counselors may sing songs or hymns as part of theme)
the message.

Day 4

Devotional
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ASSIGNMENT

DAY

TIME

Day 5

10:00–
10:50 a.m.

Morningside

This morningside should be 50 minutes long. Your choice (related
Counselors may sing songs or hymns as part of to current youth
the message.
theme)

8:15–9:00
p.m.

Taking It
Home

Lead the Taking It Home discussion (see the
participant handbook, day five).

8:00–8:30
a.m.

Wrap-up
meeting

If you do not need to leave, please take five
minutes to thank the counselors for a great
week and leave them uplifted.

Day 6
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DESCRIPTION

TOPIC

What I Plan to Do at
Home

fsy
Session-Directing Couple Lesson
Information Sheet
Please fill out this form, circling the items you will need for each assignment.
Turn in this sheet to a coordinator before the session begins.
Name: ________________________________
Audiovisual Needs

Music Requests
Event

Presession
PowerPoint
Laptop
Video
CD Player
DVD Player

Devotional

DAY 1
PowerPoint
Laptop
Video
CD Player
DVD Player

FHE Lesson

DAY 2
PowerPoint
Laptop
Video
CD Player
DVD Player

Morningside

DAY 3
PowerPoint
Laptop
Video
CD Player
DVD Player

Morningside

DAY 4
PowerPoint
Laptop
Video
CD Player
DVD Player

Morningside

PowerPoint
Laptop
Video
CD Player
DVD Player

Devotional

DAY 5
PowerPoint
Laptop
Video
CD Player
DVD Player

Morningside

# People Needed

Song

People assigned:

People assigned:

People assigned:

People assigned:

People assigned:

People assigned:

People assigned:
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Reflect and Review
10:00–10:30 p.m.
Counselor name:
Location:

DAY 1

Gospel study
8:15–9:15 a.m.
Company name:
Location:

Gospel study
8:15–9:15 a.m.
Company name:
Location:

Reflect and Review
10:00–10:30 p.m.
Counselor name:
Location:

Participant devotional
7:00–7:15 a.m.
Counselor name:
Location:

Participant devotional
7:00–7:15 a.m.
Counselor name:
Location:

Reflect and Review
10:00–10:30 p.m.
Counselor name:
Location:

DAY 3

DAY 2

Session-Directing Couple Involvement Sheet

Reflect and Review
10:00–10:30 p.m.
Counselor name:
Location:

Gospel study
8:15–9:15 a.m.
Company name:
Location:

Participant devotional
7:00–7:15 a.m.
Counselor name:
Location:

DAY 4

Reflect and Review
9:15–10:10 p.m.
Company name:
Location:

Gospel study
8:15–9:15 a.m.
Company name:
Location:

Participant devotional
7:00–7:15 a.m.
Counselor name:
Location:

DAY 5

fsy
Helping Participants in Crisis Situations
Crisis situations are rare but may include suicide threats or attempts, possession
or use of drugs, discovery or acknowledgment of eating disorders, violence or
threats of violence, immoral behavior, possession or viewing of pornography,
theft, confession of past transgressions, and acknowledgment of abuse.
If there is a crisis situation during FSY, counselors and assistant coordinators
should immediately contact a coordinator or the session-directing couple. The
coordinator or session-directing couple will contact the presiding Area Seventy
and, as necessary, local law enforcement. In some situations, the Area Seventy
may instruct a participant to return home, and he will then contact the participant’s local priesthood leaders. In other situations, the participant may remain at
FSY and will be encouraged to counsel with his or her parents and local priesthood leaders.
For health-related concerns, participants, counselors, and others may contact a
health counselor. In the very rare situation of an imminent threat to life, counselors and others should contact local emergency services directly.

Intellectual Property
All staff members who use non-FSY audiovisual materials in classes or presentations should be sure not to violate any copyright or intellectual property laws.
Staff members should obtain all necessary permissions to use images, videos, or
music. For more information, see Handbook 2: Administering the Church (2010),
21.1.12.
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Glossary of FSY Terms
advisory couple. see in-area advisory couple.
age-group. There are two age groups at FSY: 14–15 years old and 16–18 years
old. Counselor groups and companies should be composed of participants who
are in the same age-group.
area director. See FSY area director.
assistant coordinator. (Formerly called building counselor.) Young single
adult leader who (1) assists the coordinators and (2) oversees counselors and
helps them fulfill their duties. One assistant coordinator will be assigned to
oversee each of 12 major FSY activities. Each assistant coordinator oversees 2–8
counselor groups, and each session should include a minimum of five assistant
coordinators.
banner. As part of Games Night on day 3, each company creates a banner and
presents it to a panel of judges (generally the coordinators and the session-directing couple). At the end of Games Night, the judges recognize the best banners
and cheers.
Big Five. Five rules that participants are required to follow. The violation of
any of these rules will result in the participant being sent home immediately. The
session-directing couple will introduce the Big Five at orientation.
business meeting. Before participants arrive on day one, the session committee gathers for a business meeting. Coordinators conduct this meeting using the
agenda in the session binder. The session-directing couple also shares a short
message.
check-in. On day one, all participants must complete the check-in process.
Participants should receive supplies, such as participant handbooks, T-shirts, ID
cards, room keys, meal cards, and so forth. An assistant coordinator is assigned to
oversee check-in.
checkout. At the end of FSY, participants should check out and return room
keys. An assistant coordinator is assigned to oversee checkout.
Cheer-Off. As part of Games Night on day 3, each company invents a cheer
that it presents to a panel of judges (generally the coordinators and the sessiondirecting couple). At the end of games night, the judges present first-, second-,
and third-place awards for the best cheers and banners. An assistant coordinator
is assigned to oversee this activity.
company. Generally, a company is made up of two counselor groups—one
female group and one male group (as needed, three or more counselor groups
could form a single company). An assistant coordinator will oversee multiple
companies and the counselors in those companies.
company spot. Each company should be assigned a company spot, which is a
location where they will hold all of their counselor-group activities and company
activities.
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coordinator. Every session should have one male and one female coordinator.
The coordinators oversee the entire session and coordinate all details. Coordinators tend to work behind the scenes to ensure the session runs smoothly.
coordinator–assistant coordinator meeting. A daily meeting in which coordinators and assistant coordinators meet to discuss plans and assignments.
counselor. Young single adult staff member. Each counselor oversees a counselor group made up of 10–12 participants. The counselor and the participants
should all be the same gender.
counselor group. A group of 10–12 participants who are under the direction
of a single counselor. All participants in a counselor group should be the same
gender and in the same age-group (either 14–15 or 16–18 years old).
assistant coordinator–counselor meeting. A daily meeting in which assistant
coordinators and counselors meet to discuss plans and assignments.
dance. There are two dances at FSY, on days two and five. An assistant coordinator is assigned to oversee this activity. See also line dance.
devotional. See participant morning devotional; session-directing couple morningside.
family home evening. An activity held on day one. It is made up of two parts:
(1) the session-directing couple family home evening lesson and (2) family home
evening games, conducted in companies at company spots. An assistant coordinator is assigned to oversee this activity.
Favorite Food Night. An activity held on the evening of day three. Participants eat pizza or another favorite food in companies. An assistant coordinator is
assigned to oversee this activity.
For the Strength of Youth Activity. An activity in which booths are set up
in a large open area. At each booth, a counselor or two teaches principles based
on topics in the For the Strength of Youth booklet. An assistant coordinator is
assigned to oversee this activity.
free time. Free time is unstructured time held every day. It allows participants
to get to know one another and have fun.
FSY area director. An Area Seventy is assigned to serve as FSY area director
under the direction of the Area Presidency. He provides priesthood oversight and
direction for all FSY sessions in the area.
FSY medley. A song that can be sung at any appropriate time at FSY. It is also
scheduled to be sung at several FSY activities.
Games Night. During this activity, participants rotate through several stations
to play games led by counselors. At one of the stations, companies will present
their banners and cheers to a panel of judges. An assistant coordinator is assigned to oversee this activity.
gospel study. Every morning, counselors teach a lesson on how to study the
gospel effectively. Lesson outlines can be found in the participant handbook.
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handbook. See participant handbook; staff handbook.
health counselor. At least one health counselor is assigned to each FSY session. Health counselors should supervise any on-site medical treatment of participants and should determine when and if a participant needs to return home for
health-related reasons.
housing binder. A binder that contains records of the rooms that each participant is assigned to.
ID card. Each participant should receive an ID card printed with his or her
name. The ID card is normally attached to a lanyard and should be worn at all
times during FSY.
in-area advisory couple. An in-area advisory helps to oversee all of the FSY
sessions in the area. They serve under the direction of the FSY area director.
international coordinators. A Church-service missionary couple at Church
headquarters who provide support to international areas.
invitation to reverence. Before testimony meetings on day four, counselors
lead this activity, following the guidelines in the participant handbook.
lights out. Participants should be in bed and have their lights out at the designated time each evening. Counselors should enforce lights out each night.
line dance. Two line dances have been created especially for FSY. Counselors
should learn these dances before FSY, because they are expected to demonstrate
them during orientation. The line dances should also be taught to the participants
during the dances at FSY.
Living Christ Activity. The participants are split by gender into two groups for
this activity. Participants will need to prepare for the discussion group beginning
on day one. An assistant coordinator is assigned to oversee this activity.
logistical administrator. Logistical administrators may be a married couple or
single members. As head of the logistical committee, they help plan and prepare
for FSY. They may attend FSY.
logistical committee. Under the direction of the logistical administrator, the
logistical committee helps plan and prepare for various aspects of FSY. Members
of the committee normally do not attend FSY.
medley. See FSY medley.
Meet Your Company On day one, each company gets together to play getto-know-you games and create a company name based on a scripture they are
assigned.
Meet Your Counselor. On day one, each company gets together to review
FSY rules and guidelines.
morning devotional. See participant morning devotional.
morningside. See session-directing couple morningside.
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Musical Program. Presented on day four. The presentation uses a video and
musical accompaniment along with a choir and narrators. An assistant coordinator is assigned to oversee this activity.
Musical Program rehearsal. Rehearsals are held during lunch and free time
on days two through four.
orientation. On day one, the session-directing couple leads the orientation,
where participants are introduced to staff members and the FSY program.
overnight session. An overnight session is one in which participants sleep at
the FSY venue rather than return to their own homes each night.
participant. Youth between ages 14 and 18 who attend FSY.
participant handbook. A handbook provided to each participant.
participant morning devotional. Counselors choose a participant to present
a devotional to their counselor group each morning.
Preach My Gospel Activity. The coordinators are assigned to oversee this
activity. As part of the activity, the session-directing couple will teach one agegroup while the coordinators teach the other. Then the groups rotate.
quiet time. Each evening, quiet time allows for participants to prepare for bed,
write in their journals, or study the scriptures. Reflect and Review is held after this
time.
Reflect and Review. Each evening, counselors conduct Reflect and Review
with their counselor groups. The purpose of Reflect and Review is to create a
Spirit-filled environment and encourage the youth to reflect on and share what
they have learned and felt throughout the day. Details can be found in the staff
handbook.
service activity. The Area Seventy, logistical administrator(s), and
session-directing couple will decide what will be done during the service activity
on day five. An assistant coordinator is assigned to oversee this activity.
session. A session is a single weeklong FSY conference. Several sessions might
take place within a single area in a year.
session committee. The session committee is composed of the staff members
who execute an FSY session (session-directing couple, coordinators, assistant coordinators, counselors, and health counselors). This is in contrast to the logistical
committee, which coordinates planning and logistics before the session begins
but normally has no responsibility during FSY.
session-directing couple. The session-directing couple are a husband and
wife who are part of the session committee. They are on-site at the conference
and have responsibility for the spiritual aspects of FSY. The couple will have
formal teaching opportunities every day, as well as countless informal teaching
moments. The session-directing couple are call to minister to the youth rather
than to administer the program details.
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session-directing couple morningside. The session directing couple teaches
a 50-minute devotional every morning.
Sharing the Gospel Activity. An activity in which the youth practice teaching
the gospel to one another in pairs. An assistant coordinator is assigned to oversee
this activity.
site office. A room at FSY where all session materials are stored. The site office
also serves as FSY’s communication and information center. An assistant coordinator should be assigned to remain in the site office at all times.
slide show. At the end of FSY, an assigned assistant coordinator presents a
slide show of photos that he or she has taken during the week.
solutions table. Solutions tables are set up at several FSY activities, including
check-in and dances. Coordinators and assistant coordinators sit at the table to
solve problems and answer questions.
staff handbook. A handbook provided to each staff member. It includes the
content of the participant handbook.
stay-at-home session. A stay-at-home session is one in which participants
return to their own homes each night rather than sleeping at the FSY venue. This
type of session can only be held when all participants live within a short distance
of the FSY venue.
Taking It Home. The session-directing couple is assigned to conduct this activity on day five.
teacher. Teachers are called to teach classes at FSY on day two. They normally
do not participant in other days or activities.
testimony tips. Before testimony meetings on day four, counselors lead this
activity, following the guidelines in the participant handbook.
theme. Every year, FSY has a new theme, which is the Church’s youth theme
for the year.
Variety Show. This activity provides an opportunity for youth to share and appreciate a variety of talents in a fun and uplifting atmosphere. Youth will be able
to try out for the Variety Show throughout the week. An assistant coordinator is
assigned to oversee this activity.
Variety Show tryouts. Tryouts are held during lunch, free time, and dinner on
several days.
Week in Preview. A video shown at orientation that gives the youth a preview
of what they will be doing at FSY.
wristband. As desired, participants may be issued a wristband that allows staff
members to easily identify registered participants throughout the week.
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